Krys T. Bart, Head of the Reno-Tahoe Airport
Authority, is one of the officials facing the
challenges of growth in Nevada.
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We build more than structures.
We build your business.
PLISE has developed more than ﬁve million square feet of property throughout the Las Vegas valley.
Founded by William Plise in 1994, we specialize in creating professional and medical ofﬁce parks, light
industrial parks and retail centers. We’ve earned an enviable reputation in the commercial real estate community
by developing a portfolio of projects recognized for superior design, timely construction and aesthetic appeal.

Centennial Corporate Center

City Crossing

Rainbow Sunset Pavilion
Class-A Professional Parks • Medical Ofﬁce Parks • Light Industrial Parks
Retail Centers • Mixed-use Projects
Please contact our leasing team at 702.871.4065 and let us ﬁnd you the perfect location for your needs.

5495 S. Rainbow Blvd., Ste 202 • Las Vegas, NV 89118
702.871.4065 • www.plise.com
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“Renting” Collateral
A Cautionary Tale
It seems like integrity and honesty are becoming relics of the past. Every day there’s
another news article about identity theft, Internet scams, Enron-style corporate fraud
or political corruption.
s publisher of Nevada’s
only statewide business
magazine, I am often approached to spread the
word about issues important to the
business community. I recently heard
about a new twist on an old scheme to
cheat mortgage lenders. Since many
of our readers are involved in either
real estate or finance, I am passing
this on as a word of warning.
Scott Bice, commissioner with the
state of Nevada’s Mortgage Lending
Division, recently circulated a bulletin to consumers, as well as real
estate and mortgage companies,
about “fraudulent and deceptive”
verifications of assets for credit.
A person or company wanting to
borrow money may “rent” capital
from an online company, which offers
to set up a bank account in the applicant’s name. The “assets” are set up as
a sub-account of the company’s master bank account. When a lender calls
to verify that the assets are there, the
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answer is always “yes”, whether or
not the potential borrower actually has
any of his own money in the bank.
Companies advertising this service have Web sites filled with testimonials from customers who have
used borrowed credit to get loans
from lenders that wouldn’t have financed them otherwise. One website
says: “Our product makes your capital-seeking campaign easier and
provides incentive for the lender to
fund your package. Attaching our
product to your loan package, line of
credit request, or business project
will make your capital-seeking proposal more appealing to your
lender…Your loan, line of credit or
borrowing package will stand out
with our product.” So, are these
companies actually helping out Joe
Businessman or Jane Homeowner in
their fight against the big bad banks,
which is what these people want us
to believe? No. They’re just allowing more risky loans to be made.

When borrowers default on these
loans and lenders try to attach their
assets to get paid, the scheme falls
apart. This increases the cost of
doing business for lenders, who pass
it on to their other customers. In
short, as in most fraudulent
schemes, we all end up paying for it.
Bice warns, “Consumers, brokers
and lenders that complete, submit or
participate in the completion and
submission of an application for
credit that contains misrepresentations or false information are subject
to administrative action and potential criminal penalties by the state.”
So, how do these “credit lenders”
manage to stay in business? Their
websites have a disclaimer that says,
“Deposits cannot be encumbered,
pledged, put in jeopardy, or used to
collateralize or guarantee a loan.”
This may give them some legal protection, but why would people pay a
fee, which can amount to 3 percent
Continued on Page 8
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of the amount of capital used, if they
don’t intend to use it as collateral?
Bice’s warning continued, “Any
broker or lender encouraging or accepting verifications of deposits or assets from this or similar services could
also be subject to administrative action for failure to have quality controls
in place or failure to follow established quality control procedures.”
Bill Uffelman, head of the Nevada
Bankers Association, said most
banks have sufficient quality controls in place, so they are unlikely to
be defrauded by these schemes. He
said their victims would more likely
be second-tier lenders that specialize
in borrowers with bad credit. “Now
that the housing market has cooled
and there are fewer investors trying
to flip properties for a quick profit, I
suspect we’ll see less of this,” he explained. “However, there are always
people out there trying to make a
dishonest buck. Where there’s a will,
there’s a criminal.”
As we start off the New Year, let’s
resolve to be more vigilant, on both
personal and professional levels. January might be a good time to make
sure our computer networks are secure, our company websites are protected, our lending practices provide
maximum protection and our employment policies shelter us from claims
of harassment or discrimination. It
might also be a good month to examine our insurance policies, both personal and professional, to make sure
we have adequate coverage.
At Nevada Business Journal, we’ll
continue to keep you informed on
ways to protect your company and
maximize your profits in 2007. We
wish you all a safe and prosperous
New Year.
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Gaming Financing
Lines of Credit &
Term Loans

SBA Loans

Continued From Page 4

Wealth Management
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Building a Bet ter Way for You
to Conduc t Your Business
office/condo developments for lease or sale

Copper Pointe Business Park

Virtual tour now available

Fronting the I-215 Beltway between Sunset Road and Russell Road.
Copper Pointe Business Park is a 74,000 square foot high image office park, consisting
of two (2) two-story buildings with units for lease or sale ranging from 2,500 to 37,000
square feet. The project is ideally situated fronting the I-215 Beltway and is within a 3mile radius of three new hospitals and several large proposed projects including Stations
Casino at Durango and several mixed-use retail office high-rise residential developments.
All owners will enjoy the benefit of having signage on the freeway with excellent visibility
and tremendous exposure.

Cheyenne Fairways Business Center
Cheyenne west of Durango, fronting the Durango Hills Golf Club.
Cheyenne Fairways Business Center is a 60,000 square foot office/retail development
for lease, featuring a two-story 50,000 square foot office building directly overlooking
the 3rd and 4th greens and the entire length of the Durango Hills Golf Club. In keeping
with the theme, Investment Equity is building an expansive putting green between the
office and the golf course, exclusively for the tenants. This project is well located within
close proximity to Mountain View Hospital, Summerlin, Desert Shores, the Las Vegas
Tech Center and US-95, with restaurants and shopping nearby, and is anchored by the
WaterMark Executive Suites.

Rainbow Corporate Center
On the corner of Rainbow and Post, just north of the I-215 Beltway.
This development is a 10-acre project, consisting of 12 medical/professional office
buildings for lease or sale with units ranging from 2,000 to 15,000 square feet, totaling
over 87,000 square feet. The project is situated close to the I-215 Beltway and within
a 3-mile radius of three new hospitals, with Rainbow frontage available. All owners
will have high visibility with signage on their buildings as well as a monument sign
fronting Rainbow.

North Buffalo Business Centre
On Buffalo Drive just north of the Buffalo/Cheyenne intersection.
This development will have two 10,000 square foot single-story buildings with units for
sale or lease ranging from 2,500 to 10,000 square feet. The project enjoys the benefit
of having both high visibility and a great location close to Mountain View Hospital,
the Las Vegas Tech Center and US-95. Owners will have signage on the building and a
monument sign fronting Buffalo, as well as an electronic reader-board for personalized
business messages.

Developed By:

For more information contact Bob Hommel 702.871.4545 |

www.investmentequity.com

BUSINESS UP FRONT
Litigation as a Growth Industry

Own Your Own Cruise Ship

A

merican business, known the
world over for its entrepreneurship, innovation and competitiveness, might just as easily be recognized for another attribute – its time
spent on legal disputes. That’s the conclusion of a new survey of corporate
counsel from international law firm
Fulbright & Jaworski LLP.
In its third annual survey of corporate
litigation trends, pulling data from 422 inhouse law departments worldwide, Fulbright found that the average U.S. company faces 305 lawsuits. For large U.S.
companies – those with $1 billion or
more in annual gross revenue – the number of lawsuits soared to 556 cases, with
an average of 50 new disputes emerging
each year for nearly half of them.
The undisputed champion of disputes is the insurance industry, where
the average company faces 1,696 lawsuits. Retailers and energy firms are
also targeted heavily, reporting average
caseloads exceeding 330 per company.
Seventy percent of the in-house attorneys surveyed confirmed that their
companies initiated at least one new
lawsuit in the past year as plaintiff. Half
said their companies separately faced at
least one new arbitration and one new
regulatory proceeding in 2005-06, on
top of their litigation caseload.
Nearly 40 percent of respondents reported at least one $20 million suit
commenced against them in the past
year, and 2 percent faced 50 new suits
or more involving at least $20 million
in claims. The good news for smaller
companies is that firms with revenues
under $100 million reported an average
of only nine pending legal cases, and
spent only $178,000 per year on disputes.
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Cities Guardedly Optimistic About Fiscal Health

L
M

ost new cruise ships carry
more than 3,000 passengers,
and bigger ships are on the
way. How big? Some now have their own
zip codes. Cruise lines seeking
economies of scale are retiring their midsized ships, and a company called Condo
Cruise Lines International is buying them
to turn them into floating luxury condo
projects. The Florida-based company
spends between $15 million and $20 million to refurbish each ship and convert its
staterooms into luxury suites containing
from one to three bedrooms.
More than 10 million people cruise
each year and 80 percent of them are
American. That makes owning a
condo on a cruise ship an intriguing
“real estate” deal, according to Condo
Cruise Lines. Since most people can’t
travel the world year-round, they can
rent their condo and make nearly
$4,000 per week when not using it.
Other advantages of owning a cruise
ship condo include avoiding monthly
bills that home owners would normally pay, such as water, electric,
phone/cable and property taxes.
How much does it cost to own a
cruise ship condo? Units start at
$382,000 and go as high as $1.3 million for a three-bedroom suite.

ike the millions of Americans
they represent, U.S. cities
were able to pay their bills
this year, but are concerned about
how rising costs will affect their
long-term financial stability.
More than two in three city finance
directors who responded to the City
Fiscal Conditions Survey in 2006 said
their cities were better able to meet financial needs during 2006 than in the
previous year, yet many city officials
cite numerous negative factors affecting the solvency of their budgets.
Fiscal conditions varied depending on revenue sources. Only onethird of cities that rely on income
taxes saw improving conditions,
compared to three of four cities that
use sales taxes, and over one-half
that rely on property taxes. Those
cities that relied on property tax revenues in 2005 saw income increases
of 2.2 percent (adjusting for inflationary factors).
Healthcare and pension costs are increasing at a faster rate than city revenues. The most common action to
boost city revenues during 2006 was to
increase fees and charges for services.
“Cities will need to remain cautious
in the coming years, given looming
federal deficits and other factors,”
said Michael Kasperzak, councilman
from Mountain View, Calif.
“Given that cities today receive
approximately one in four dollars
from federal and state sources compared to the one in three dollars they
received 25 years ago, municipalities are finding they must also become more self-reliant in terms of
funding,” said Brian Murphy, councilman from Cambridge, Mass.

Cover Story: Infrastructure and Growth

Planes, trains and automobiles, airports, roadways, power and water – we sometimes
take them for granted. But every day, more and more Nevada residents put demands on
this critical infrastructure. Behind the scenes, organizations are working diligently and
creatively to hold Nevada’s infrastructure together, and keep pace with growth.
Water, Water – Where?
For the water authorities, both north
and south, certain challenges remain
the same: where to find water in a
desert. The differences in recent years
have been the challenges of finding
water in a desert while so many new
people are pouring into that desert
every day.
So far, the water authorities have
kept up with the frenetic pace of
growth in Nevada. For Truckee Meadows Water Authority (TMWA), everything revolves around planning cycles. “We’re constantly planning,”
said Lori Williams, general manager.
“Resource planning leads to facilities
planning, which leads to resource
planning. It’s a constant cycle, updated with information like new demands placed on the system in recent

years, what we expect in the future,
how the regional plan has changed or
if zoning has changed, and then we go
back to look at those factors.”
Besides regional planning for
water, resources and facilities,
TMWA also determines the storage
facilities and locations throughout its
region, so its staff depends on a steady
stream of incoming data on which
areas are building up most quickly
and where the next demands on water
are going to be.
TMWA also provides services for
new subdivisions once they’re approved. Three years ago, it was issuing
as much as 1500 to 1800 acre-feet of
water a year in new project water services, a demand which is cooling a bit.
“Currently we’re seeing a general
slowdown in large subdivisions being
built,” said Williams. There are more

applications for commercial projects,
including a number of four- or fiveunit neighborhood retail centers.
At the other end of the state, Pat
Mulroy, general manager of Southern
Nevada Water Authority (SNWA), is
still seeing healthy growth in her region, especially given the recent land
releases by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). “We have some significant infrastructure projects,” Mulroy said. “Three billion dollars worth
of facilities need to be built to bring
water from eastern central Nevada in
White Pine and Lincoln Counties
down the I-5 corridor.”
SNWA has a good track record for
getting facilities built on time and on
budget. The agency’s issues, Mulroy
said, are more with getting permits
and environmental clearances to develop water in the state of Nevada.
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“Our greatest challenge is on the resource end, which isn’t something we
could necessarily be doing better –
it’s a time consuming, political
process,” she noted.
Currently, SNWA is awaiting hearings with the state engineer on a project to bring water from the Snake
Valley basin on the Nevada/Utah line.
The agency is confident it can develop the water program without damaging the environment or affecting area
ranches, but residents in White Pine
County have concerns about the water
usage, and the approval process will
take time. Meanwhile, SNWA has
been successful in negotiating a Colorado River allocation plan.
Mulroy said she expects to see continued growth in Southern Nevada.
The housing market is going through
an adjustment now that the investorfueled buying frenzy has cooled and a
lot of those homes are flooding the

market. “Until those are sold and the
market settles, I think we’re going to
see a slowdown in new construction,”
said Mulroy. “I’ve been talking with
home builders and they’re ratcheting
back from past levels. However, once
we’re past the market adjustment,
we’re going to continue to see growth,
although it might be a different
growth, with more condominiums and
high-rises and smaller lots being developed. The commercial sector is
still healthy. If you go to the Strip and
count the cranes, there are still so
many of them.”

Electric Nevada
Sierra Pacific Resources, the holding company for Sierra Pacific Power
Company and Nevada Power, is currently the fastest-growing utilities
company in the country. While significant challenges arise in meeting the

“BUILDING ON SOLID GROUND SINCE 1960”
376 E. Warm Springs Road, Suite 160
Las Vegas, NV 89119
www.oakviewconst.com
(702) 873-6399 Fax: (702) 873-6690

Luxe Lofts
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Ace Hardware

demands of growth in both the north
and the south, Sierra Pacific Resource
is accommodating those demands.
“In 2006, we had near-record levels
of new hook-ups, with approximately
48,000 new electric customers in
Southern Nevada and 10,000 in
Northern Nevada,” said Jeff Ceccarelli, senior vice president, service delivery and operations. “In Northern
Nevada, where we also have natural
gas distribution, we added about
5,000 new gas customers. That’s a 5
percent compound growth rate for
Southern Nevada and 2.5 percent to
3.5 percent in Northern Nevada – a
very robust gain.”
What does that mean in terms of infrastructure? In the southern end of
the state, Nevada Power put in over
750 miles of primary cable. Approximately $10 million dollars worth of
stock items must pass through its
warehouses every month to meet native growth load (or, basically, the
growth of new customers.) Over the
last eight years, some 52 new substations have been added in Southern
Nevada. Currently, the biggest project
on the power company’s drawing
board is the coal-fired power plant
under construction near Ely, which is
just one of the infrastructure projects
estimated to cost more than $1 billion
in the next five years.

Flying High
The Reno-Tahoe International Airport (RTIA) receives no tax monies –
every bit of its operating dollars are
generated by the airport itself. This
explains why the first order of business as the airport grows is to rebuild
the concourses, making concessions
available for travelers after they’ve
passed through security. The airport
needs to generate revenue.
Still, post 9/11, Northern Nevada’s
airport is doing well. “We’re feeling
the effects of growth positively,” said
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Krys T. Bart
Reno-Tahoe International Airport
rys T. Bart, executive director, RenoTahoe Airport Authority, was recently
chosen Airport Director of the Year for airports serving fewer than 5 million passengers a year. “I was very honored to be selected,” she said. “This is particularly an
honor because the award is judged not by
popularity, but by a panel of your peers. They
look at specific things, such as organizational effectiveness, commitment and work in
the community, financial success and how
much revenue the airport produces.”
Bart was also selected chairman of the
American Association of Airport Executives,
which gives her the opportunity to represent
the U.S. aviation community and, she said, “It
puts Reno on the map and brings great attention to our city. It’s an opportunity to inter-
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act with decision makers nationally and internationally, so there are important dividends;
when I meet with people who have no clue
about Reno, we’ll be able to change that.”
Bart has been with the airport since December 1998. At that time, the airport was
facing serious financial trouble and air service
was declining. Since that time, she’s weathered the events of September 2001 and
watched as Reno’s airport rebounded.
Things are looking up at the airport. Within the next few months, Reno-Tahoe International Airport (RTIA) will add six new outgoing
flights. While the number of flights may currently be down, the number of seats filled per
flight is up and cargo transport is up to three
times the national average. RTIA receives no
tax monies and generates its own revenue.
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Cover Story: Infrastructure and Growth

Galena Creek Bridge on I-580 in Northern Nevada is one of
the many infrastructure projects underway.
Krys T. Bart, executive director,
Reno-Tahoe Airport Authority. “Take
a look at the infrastructure we’ve put
in place: the runways and taxiways
and the air field. We’ve planned for
the future. We won’t need any more
infrastructure for a long time.”
Cargo transport has grown to three
times the national average year after
year, which speaks well of the economic vitality and prosperity of the
businesses locating in the area, according to Bart. And when it comes to
growth, the airport is taking a measured approach, looking first at rebuilding the concourse area and going
forward from there.
With major air carriers in bankrupt-
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cy or restructuring, fleets are changing and more regional carriers are establishing service. “The long and the
short of it is there are just fewer jets in
the market, but the load factor – the
number of passengers in seats – is up,
so with high levels, we have more
seats filled on every plane,” said Bart.
And soon there will be more planes –
in the next month, six more flights
will be leaving RTIA regularly.
Reno’s successful airport and its director have been noticed, too. Bart recently received the Airport Director of
the Year award for airports serving
less than 5 million passengers annually (see sidebar). And this success is
vital to the continued prosperity of the

region. “I think it’s important to note
the critical nature of airports in their
communities,” said Bart. “Any successful community in the world has a
successful airport. Years ago, towns
sprang up near railroads, which gave
them an economic boost. Now the airport fills that role.” RTIA isn’t just responding to Northern Nevada’s
healthy economy, said Bart; it’s actually impacting it.
At the other end of the state, McCarran International Airport is very
much involved in building new infrastructure. In fact, it’s been building as
long as Randall Walker, director of
aviation, Clark County, has been there
– 16 years.
“We obviously feel a direct impact
from growth,” said Walker. “Analysis
shows over the last couple of decades,
that for every hotel room added to the
community, 320 additional airport
passengers are generated – that’s 160
coming in and 160 going out. So the
addition of 10,000 hotel rooms means
another 3.2 million passengers moving through the airport. We need to
plan facilities to accommodate that
number of passengers.”
The county has a master plan in
place that shows what needs to be
built to reach an ultimate airport capacity that is sustainable. “You can always do more for a period of time, but
at some point you have to stop,” said
Walker. “You can’t run at 100 percent
forever. Sustainable capacity is 53
million passengers a year, and in
order to handle 53 million passengers
we have to know what facilities to
have in place. We already have the
master plan and all the significant
projects are under construction or
under design.”
Those significant projects include
improvements to the airfield, the terminal and the roadway leading to the
airport, to the tune of some $3.8 billion over the next five years.

Cover Story: Infrastructure and Growth

Road Trip
Some time ago Nevada Department
of Transportation (NDOT) identified
and initiated five “super projects”
across the state. Those included the
Carson freeway and the I-580 project
in Northern Nevada and three projects
in Southern Nevada – the widening of
I-15 between the California-Nevada
state line and the exit at Tropicana
Boulevard, widening U.S. 95 from the
Spaghetti Bowl to Craig Road, and
building the Hoover Dam bypass
bridge south of Hoover Dam.
Those projects are all either currently underway or almost completed, according to Scott Magruder,
public information officer, NDOT.
The second phase of the Carson
freeway project has been awarded
to a construction company and
work is set to start. The I-580 freeway extension connecting Reno at
Mt. Rose Highway to Washoe Valley at Bowers Mansion – a $393
million contract – was recently
awarded. The U.S. 95 project is
wrapping up, as is the Hoover Dam
bypass bridge and the I-15 project.
Everything has either been funded
or is almost complete.

Work is progressing at the Martin Luther King exit on US 95 in Las Vegas.
This led NDOT to identify the next
batch of highway improvements – the
mega-super projects – identified as
Project Neon, which will address the
I-15 corridor in Las Vegas from
I-515/U.S. 95 through the Las Vegas
Spaghetti Bowl, the I-515 widening,
and others planned for both Northern
Nevada and Southern Nevada. Due to
a $3.8 billion shortfall projected for

Daniel J. Sklar
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highway infrastructure over the next
few years, Gov. Kenny Guinn has set
up a Governor’s Blue Ribbon Task
Force to study future highway projects across the state.
Inside Washoe County limits in
Northern Nevada, the Regional Transportation Commission (RTC) is hard
at work. The agency is looking for
ways to move people along the downtown corridors quickly and efficiently,
especially as downtown condominium growth brings more and more residents into the heart of Reno. The tollfree Sierra Spirit bus service
continues to shuttle residents and visitors through the downtown entertainment core and up to the University of
Nevada, Reno. To minimize fuel
costs, as well as reduce emissions, the
RTC is also looking at a hybrid bus
with both gas and electric motors.
In addition, the RTC is looking for
ways to clear the air while moving the
people. “Developing both a stable and
clean source of renewable energy is
imperative to our collective future,”
said Derek Morse, RTC deputy executive director. “Nevada has abundant

geothermal, solar and wind resources,
which can be combined with both established and emerging technologies
to meet our future energy needs.”
RTC is developing a Hydrogen Fuel
Project (H2Fuel) in a joint effort with
the University of Nevada Desert Research Institute, Ormat Air Products
and the Department of Energy.
H2Fuel will tap Northern Nevada geothermal resources to produce the hydrogen that will be used to power a
fleet of transit vehicles. The venture,
which will be the first real-world,
large-scale H2Fuel plant in the U.S.,
includes plans for an anticipated 45vehicle fleet.
Even with Northern Nevada’s
slowdown in new construction and
housing, Morse said future business
looks good. More land-use developments are being proposed and jobs in
the area, formerly expected to increase by 94 percent between 2002
and 2030, are now expected to increase 103 percent.
“Obviously, we have a very attractive
community
in
the
Reno/Sparks area and we’re receiving increasing attention from people in other areas. People today like
it here and their children tend to
stay in the area,” said Morse. “It’s a
great place to live, a great economy,
there are expanding job opportunities in high-tech, high-paying employment and businesses want to do
business here. In so many ways,
RTC is playing a key role in sustaining this positive atmosphere,
now and for the future, in terms of
quality of life, transportation, clean
air and the ability to get around
without traffic congestion.”
Flip a switch, turn a tap, hail a
bus – Nevada’s infrastructure and
the organizations behind it are
keeping pace.
Jennifer Rachel Baumer is a freelance
writer based in Northern Nevada.
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Employee Healthcare Benefits
Finding Ways to Overcome Challenges
t’s well known that health insurance costs are rising in Nevada.
“Over the past five years, we’ve
seen premiums increase by almost
100 percent,” said Ty Windfeldt,
sales and service director for Hometown Health, a not-for-profit company owned and operated by
Renown Health (formerly Washoe
Medical Center).
What may not be well known, however, is how employers and health insurance companies are reacting. Their
responses run the gamut from slashing or eliminating benefits to instituting programs that make employees
more accountable for their healthcare.

I

Why the Cost Increase?
Several factors contribute to the
growing costs of health insurance.
The price of healthcare itself – physician services, hospitalizations and
prescriptions – is escalating. New
technology and pharmaceuticals are
expensive.
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In addition, when it comes to
healthcare, people demand the best.
“We want to have it all, and we don’t
want to wait in line,” said David
Dahan, chief executive officer of
Orgill Singer, an insurance agency
based in Las Vegas. “We want many
different providers to be available to
us in a timely fashion. We want them
to be educated. We want everything.
There is a cost to that.”
As the population ages, more people are utilizing services. “Because
of the large baby boomer population,
a disproportionate number of people
are now reaching the age where they
have some major medical situations,”
said Omar Rodriguez, senior vice
president of market development for
Fiserv Health, a company that builds
customized health plans for large
employers.
Inefficiencies in the healthcare
system are costly. One example is
the current system of transferring
and disseminating patient information from one provider to another.

Because that system is inefficient,
providers don’t always receive all the
necessary information, which sometimes results in inadequate care, often
with a very costly outcome.
With shortages of professionals –
nurses, pharmacists, respiratory therapists, radiology technologists and
more – healthcare entities must pay
premium dollars to hire people from
placement firms.
In addition, inadequate government
reimbursement to care providers for
healthcare services causes care
providers to shift the financial burden
onto those who can pay. Similarly, the
insured wind up paying for the uninsured and underinsured population.
According to Mike Murphy, president
and general manager of the Anthem
Blue Cross/Blue Shield for Nevada
Plan, this population consists of three
segments: people eligible for government programs who aren’t enrolled or
engaged in them; people with household incomes greater than $50,000
who don’t see value in health

Feature Story: Employee Healthcare Benefits

insurance companies’offerings; and people with lower incomes, said Murphy.
The uninsured typically pay less
than 1 percent of billed charges, according to the Nevada Hospital Association. Consequently, providers must
write-off the remaining balances as
bad debt, and the cost of that gets
shifted to people who do have insurance coverage. In 2005, premium
costs for family health insurance coverage provided by private employers
included an extra $922 in premiums
due to the cost of care for the uninsured; premiums for individual coverage rose by $341, according to a report from Families USA, a non-profit
organization dedicated to achieving
high-quality, affordable healthcare for
all Americans.
At least 18 percent of Nevada’s residents are uninsured, and an additional 20 percent have inadequate coverage, according to the Henry J. Kaiser

Family Foundation’s 2005 State Facts
report. Nevada ranks eighth on a list
of states with the greatest number of
uninsured, according to data provided
by insurance provider Aflac Inc.

The Employees’ Perspective
As the cost of health insurance
rises, so does the demand for it from
potential and existing employees.
“People flock to the companies that
offer benefits,” said Sandra Liechty,
president of the Southern Nevada
Human Resources Association and
vice president of group services for
Custom Benefit Consultants, a health
insurance broker. “I’ve seen people
leave companies and then go back because of the benefits package. The
pay was comparable, but the benefits
were so much higher.”
Mike Rainey, president of the
Northern Nevada Human Resources

Association, said he’s even seen people opt for a lower-paying job that offers good benefits instead of a higherpaying job with fewer benefits.
When it comes to perks, health benefits are critical. “Potential employees
not only look at their salary and
wages, but because of the cost of
medical care, the benefits part of offering compensation plays a very critical part in recruiting and retaining
employees,” Rainey said.
Further complicating the issue,
“Many employees have an entitlement mentality, believing that employers owe them benefits,” Liechty
added.

The Employers’ Point of View
Employers have to weigh their employees’ expectations of benefits
against their companies’ budgets.
“Clearly, employers have to engage in
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a balancing act,” said Don Giancursio, senior vice president of sales and
marketing for Sierra Health Services
Inc., Nevada’s largest healthcare insurance provider. “They want to provide benefits. In most cases, they need
to provide benefits to attract and retain employees.”
One camp of employers views
health benefits as an expense that
needs to be reduced, Rodriguez said.
Some companies, particularly the
smaller ones, reduce the cost by eliminating benefits. “When you force an
employer to choose between eliminating benefits or going out of business,
they’re going to eliminate benefits,”
Liechty said.
Another option is to scale back on
benefits, offering employees coverage
in the form of limited health insurance
plans. “(The plans) aren’t meant to
take care of serious illness,” Dahan
said. “They’re just meant to help out.”
Other companies shift more of the premium costs to the employees or offer
health benefits only to employees in
select jobs. Others avoid having to
provide health benefits altogether by
hiring only contract and part-time employees. “This creates a repeating
cycle that ultimately increases the
pool of those without insurance or
without adequate insurance,” said Josh
Charlebois, communications specialist for Saint Mary’s Medical Center.
Some employers prioritize their
benefits. They may reduce perks in
one area – for example, the holiday
party – to supplement in another:
health insurance. Some extend the period of time before new employees
become eligible for health benefits.
The remaining camp of employers
is working to turn their employees
into better, more active consumers of
healthcare. “Business owners, CEOs
and CFOs are all taking a very involved role in the process of renewing
their health plans,” Windfeldt said.
“Five years ago, they didn’t care
about the cost of health insurance.
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They just knew they had to have it.
Today they’re taking a more proactive
approach.”
Active consumers use healthcare
more wisely, thereby driving down insurance costs. “There’s a little bit less
abuse, better understanding and better
budgeting,” Dahan said.
More and more employers are sharing with their employees information
about what health insurance coverage
costs them.
“When you quantify the benefits
package for an employee, it’s about
educating and getting them vested in
the process, letting them know that
healthcare is not $20. Healthcare is
more like $300,” Dahan said.
Saint Mary’s Medical Center, for
instance, provides all its employees
with a document once a year that
shows the cost of their benefits package, including the costs being absorbed by Saint Mary’s. Transparency
is key because employees frequently
don’t know the actual costs of their
insurance premiums or of healthcare
in general.
“Our industry hasn’t done a great
job of making people accountable for
their actions in the last 15 to 20
years,” Giancursio said. “We designed
plans that insulated people from what
the true costs of care were. They became reliant on plans with low copays. That just doesn’t have any semblance or make any sense relative to
the actual costs for the services.”
Employees are instituting health
and wellness programs – Weight
Watchers and yoga, for example – at
the workplace to encourage healthier
lifestyles. Some employers engage
outside vendors, including health insurance companies, to provide the
services. Others do it in-house. Sierra
Health Services, with its Health Plan
of Nevada insurance coverage, offers
employers wellness plans that cover
everything from smoking cessation to
disease management. “Knowledge is
power, and employees who make the
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tangible connection between wellness
and reduced healthcare costs are more
inclined to live healthier lives,”
Charlebois said.
Often, programs are tied to financial or other incentives for employees.
State of Nevada employees who complete a wellness assessment get their
health insurance deductible cut in
half. Saint Mary’s offers financial rebates to employees who meet certain
positive health criteria factors, such as
blood pressure, cholesterol, body
mass index and no-tobacco-product
use. Employees who use Saint Mary’s
on-site fitness center at least 120
times a year also are eligible to get
money back.
“By encouraging wellness through
a healthy lifestyle, healthcare costs
can be controlled because fewer services are needed,” Charlebois said.
Some larger companies are paying
to have their employees evaluated for
their wellness level and health risk
factors and then implementing customized disease-management programs for each person. “I think it’s a
concept that will get some traction
and potentially be applicable in the
smaller and mid-sized accounts going
forward,” Giancursio said.
Hometown Health began offering
its employer groups this service last
August. It surveys a company’s employees with a confidential health assessment questionnaire and conducts
laboratory tests. After analysis, it provides each employee with a confidential report that outlines specific risk
factors and areas for focus. It also
provides the employer with a similar,
comprehensive report that highlights
the group’s risk factors. With the employer, its staff develops strategic
plans to improve employee health.
“You can’t just create one size fits all
– employers are so different,” Windfeldt said. “We try to tailor-make programs for the specific employer that
will provide them with an outcome –
something that’s measurable.”
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With its WellCheck Program, Saint
Mary’s Health Plans has provided
customized programs to many of its
covered employers, such as the
Washoe County School District, the
Silver Legacy and Sierra Pacific
Power Co. These offerings range
from individual classes to health-assessment programs to complete wellness plans.
Fiserv provides a disease-management plan for 6,000 Station Casinos
employees in Southern Nevada. Two
of its measurable initiatives include
ensuring that expectant mothers receive the best medical care prior to
delivery and ensuring that levels of
breast cancer screening improve
year after year. In addition, Fiserv
has bilingual customer service representatives on site periodically at
each Station Casinos location to assist employees.
The insurance companies offer
employers a host of tools to help

The Role of Health Insurance
Companies

“We want to
have it all,
and we don’t want
to wait in line.”

them predict future health-insurancerelated costs based on their employees’ current health. “We have the
ability to tell a customer that in this
one location of their operation they
have 83 women over the age of 40,
and 13 of them had a mammogram
this year and five had breast cancer,”
Rodriguez said.

Along with offering health risk assessments and disease management
plans, health insurance companies
have been introducing insurance plans
that put the onus on the healthcare
consumer. These plans, called consumer-driven health plans (CDHPs),
are
high-deductible
(generally
$2,000-plus) health insurance plans
with tax benefits. One such plan, the
Health Savings Account (HSA), is a
tax-exempt trust that’s set up with a
qualified HSA trustee to pay or reimburse certain medical expenses that
the insured incurs. The employer and
employee both can contribute tax-free
dollars. Contributions to the account
roll over from year to year and employees can take their HSA with them
if they change employers.
“HSAs offer employees a way to
actively contribute to their own
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healthcare needs while reducing their
tax burden,” Charlebois said. “They
empower consumers to take control of
their own health spending, while also
helping them understand the true
costs associated with providing care.”
In fact, 25 percent of Americans
covered by consumer-driven health
plans were more likely to engage in
healthy behaviors, and 30 percent
were more likely to get an annual
checkup, according to a 2005 national study by McKinsey & Co.
HSAs aren’t ideal for everyone,
however. “An HSA will work for an
affluent, white-collar individual who
understands how to use it,” Giancursio said. “It doesn’t work for someone
on the lower end of the wage scale
with chronic illnesses.”
Some insurance companies, such as
Sierra Health Services, offer employers a base plan and a buy-up plan.
Employers often will pay the costs associated with the base plan and make
the buy-up plan, which offers more
options, available to employees at
their cost. Some larger clients have
three or more insurance plans. The
Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce, for
example, which insures about 2,500
employees, has a handful.
Insurance companies also are
boosting health insurance plan deductibles. “As recent as three years
ago, it was very uncommon to see an
out-of-pocket maximum of more than
$3,000 to $4,000,” Liechty said.
“Now, I’m seeing out-of-pocket maximums of over $10,000. That’s becoming more of the norm.”
Insurance companies also are moving to higher co-pays, for example,
$50 co-pays for specialists. They’re
more diligent about requesting
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Certificates of Prior Creditable Coverage so
they can apply pre-existing restrictions to plans.
They’re also working to better educate healthcare consumers. “Informing the consumer is like magic,”
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Dahan said. “The consumer will make
the system a better system. It works in
every industry, and there is no reason
that it should not work in healthcare.”
Hometown Health provides quarterly newsletters to its consumers, informing them about a host of topics
from necessary medical checkups to
selecting a primary care physician. It
also provides a 24-hour nurse hotline
for people in need of medical advice.
“[As a result] we’ve seen the number
of emergency room visits fall off dramatically and consumer satisfaction
increase,” Windfeldt said.
Some insurance companies are
steering people toward generic options
for prescriptions, which are less expensive than brand options. Insurance
companies are also negotiating for better rates with physicians and hospitals;
and they’re implementing administrative technology, such as electronic
claims handling, interactive telephone
systems and Web-based applications,
to improve efficiency and reduce costs.

“You can’t just
create one size
fits all – employers
are so different.”

On the Horizon
Moving forward, expect the
health insurance industry to offer
even more new products. Anthem
Blue Cross/Blue Shield, for example, will introduce its Lumenos
CDHP products this year, which
cover preventive care and health
coaching while rewarding plan pur-

chasers for choosing healthier
lifestyles. Also this year, Anthem
plans to launch a system to provide
employees and members a better
way to capture personal data for
easy and efficient transfer between
doctors and hospitals. In addition,
it’s working on products and services for smaller employers, and investigating ways to provide coverage to more uninsured people.
The future looks good to Giancursio. “I think we probably will continue to work our way through some of
the challenges that face us as an industry,” he said. “Politics play a big
part of that. The changing of the
guard [in Washington, D.C.] will
have an impact. At the end of the day,
I believe as an industry we’ll collectively rally to come up with solutions. The goal is to provide quality,
affordable coverage.”
Doresa Banning is a freelance writer
based in Northern Nevada.
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INDUSTRY FOCUS

Young Entrepreneurs: A New Generation of Business Leaders
oes age matter in the business
world? As part of Nevada Business Journal’s monthly Industry
Focus series, we brought together entrepreneurs under the age of 40 and
asked for their outlook on being business owners in Nevada. Connie Brennan, publisher of Nevada Business
Journal, served as the moderator for
the event, which included a freewheeling discussion of issues such as work
ethic, credibility, staffing and the entrepreneurial mindset. Following is a
condensed version of the discussion.

D

Robb Smith:

I’m the founder and
managing partner of Nevada Ventures, which was Nevada’s first venture capital fund. I’m also the cofounder of the Reno-Tahoe chapter of
Entrepreneurs Organization (EO). I
have been involved in several entrepreneurial and start-up companies,

primarily in Northern Nevada and
technology-based.
Gerald Shear: I bought BMW Motorcycles after selling a real estate company about a year ago. I planned to
take some time off from running a
business, but that only lasted about
two months.
Kale Flagg: I’m the director and
founder of a development company
called Stable Development. We focus
on corporate office buildings and medical buildings. I have never had a job
except for the companies I have owned.
Sam Cherry: My company, Cherry
Development, focuses on residential
high rises in the downtown area of
Las Vegas. We’re also looking to build
in the downtown Henderson area.
Mark Cenicola: Cenicola-Helvin Enterprises hosts a variety of websites,
from technology news to classifieds.
We also provide business solutions
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Industry Focus: Young Entrepreneurs

under our bannerview.com brand.
These business solutions range from
email marketing software, website
building, e-commerce, website hosting and custom solutions. Basically,
we help companies conduct business
on the Internet.
Paula Yakubik: I’m the managing
partner and founder of MassMedia
Public Relations. We are a corporate
public relations and advertising firm.
We have 18 employees in Las Vegas
and five employees in Reno, and we
recently opened an office in Phoenix.
David LaPlante: I operate a software
development company called Twelve
Horses. We have offices in Reno, Salt
Lake and Ireland.
Brett Primack: Our family company,
called Primack Valley Companies, has
several different real estate and development components. I also am a general contractor. We just finished some
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four-plexes in Henderson and now we
are getting more involved in the industrial and commercial realm.
David Stone: I’m the founder of
Nevada Association Services. My
company is a licensed collection
agency representing homeowners associations in the collection of past due
assessments. I’m a new member of
EO. I have been an entrepreneur for as

long as I can remember. My first venture was in the 7th grade selling
chewing gum to other students. That
got shut down, and since then I have
had other start ups. Most of them
failed, but when I started this one, I finally found something that worked,
and here we are today.
Darik Volpa: I’m the founder and
CEO of Understand.com, located in
Reno. We make medical animations
that explain surgeries to patients.
Doctors will license our product and
people can go to their website and see
a total knee replacement, ACL reconstruction or breast augmentation. I
worked in corporate America for 10
years. I’m not a serial entrepreneur
like many of you, but got burned out
on the corporate life and wanted to do
my own thing.
Douglas Geinzer: I’m with Recruiting
Nevada. We publish the largest network
of employment websites in Nevada,
helping companies track why people
move here. I am the original founder of
the EO chapter in Las Vegas. I have
been an entrepreneur forever. I have
never really worked for anybody.
David Goldwater: I formed a company creatively named Goldwater Capital Nevada. We lend money to developers and builders. It’s hard money;
we sell first and second deeds of trusts
to the public and lend that money out.
I worked as a policy maker for about
10 years and then started my own
business. Our loans range from about
half a million dollars to $15 million.
Zoltan Hollo: I have been in Las Vegas
for 13 years. I’m a managing member
of TerraSpec Development, which is a
land acquisition and developing company. We focus on the outlying market, so we don’t have too much going
in Las Vegas right now, but mostly in
the Laughlin and Bullhead, Arizona
market. Our ultimate goal is to create
master-planned communities such as
the one we are working on in
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Steamboat Springs, Colorado right
now. Currently, we are developing
some multi-family projects.
Jaimee Yoshizawa: I’m with Pacific
Concepts and the Cauldron Tavern.
I’m a civil engineer by trade, born
and raised in Hawaii. We do civil
engineering, real estate development, property management and
commercial real estate brokerage.
We take one or two projects at a
time and do the land acquisition and
everything involved with development, with property management
from ground up, as well as commercial and small residential real estate.
The Cauldron Tavern, which we
own, is a video poker bar.
Bianca Minnozzi: I have been in Vegas
for about 38 years and I own Rolladen
Shutters. We are family-owned and
have been in business for 20 years.
We manufacture and sell Rolladen
Shutters to businesses and residential
homes. They are important for energy
conservation and security.

started as an entrepreneur selling gum to
kids in school and got shut down. I got
shut down in fifth grade selling Now-nLater candies.
Flagg: Most people have their income
and define their lifestyle within that income. As entrepreneurs, we can define
what kind of lifestyle we want and create the income we want so we can
achieve that lifestyle.

Brennan: Have you ever considered
working for anyone?
Cenicola:

Yes, I have worked for
other people. I was actually a network
engineer for the City of Las Vegas as
a technology person. There are a lot
of people out there who are a lot
smarter than I am, when it comes to
technology and programming. So, I

Connie Brennan (Nevada Business Journal): What is the biggest challenge of
being a young entrepreneur? What is
the biggest reward of owning your
own company?

Primack: I’m going to answer the
second question first. I have two kids
– six and eight – and owning my own
business means I can spend more
time with them. I don’t have a boss
saying I have to be there from 9:00 to
5:00. The biggest challenge on the
flip side is managing time. It doesn’t
matter if you are a young entrepreneur or an older entrepreneur – managing your time to make sure you can
do everything you want to accomplish is a challenge.
Cenicola: The best thing about being an
entrepreneur is I’m actually doing what
I love to do, and I think that’s the most
important thing. It’s funny that David

Young Electric Sign Company:
Serving our customers for
85 years.
Gaming/Retail/Commercial/
Design/Consulting • Engineering
Manufacturing • Service
Leasing/ Financing • Electronics
Interior and Exterior Signs
702-876-8080 • www.yesco.com
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figured I could run the business side
and find the talent who are much better at doing the dirty work, and let
them be the best at what they do.

“You can always

Brennan: The No. 1 challenge for most
business owners is finding the right
people. Is that something you face as
well? How difficult is it for you to find
qualified people to staff your company?

respect if you are

Volpa: We hire a lot of technology
people. My biggest challenge is being
successful at getting high tech talent
to Reno. We recruit in the Bay area
and in Sacramento. Trying to recruit
in Las Vegas and other places is by far
the No. 1 one challenge, especially
with 4 percent unemployment.
LaPlante: Finding quality labor is always a challenge. As a young entrepreneur, it’s also important to avoid
the pitfalls about being optimistic
about what you want to make. That’s
where groups like EO can be really

get somebody’s
the best at what
you do.”
helpful. Sometimes you have to fire
someone, and that just rips you apart,
and you probably did it two years too
late anyway. I think everyone at this
table has probably gone through that.
Stone: My business is all customer
service-oriented. I have a hard time
just finding a receptionist who shares
the same ideas I have – when someone calls and says, “Thank you” and

We see the whole picture. One patient at a time.

your receptionist doesn’t say “Uhhuh,” but says, “You’re welcome” or,
“My pleasure,” or “Anytime.”
Yoshizawa: On the flip side, there’s
also such an appreciation for finding
the right people and then surrounding
yourself with them. Then it seems like
all these other people tend to gravitate
around you. I have so much more appreciation for my staff right now than
I ever did when I first started out.
Flagg: For me, the challenge is not finding people willing to take the salary, but
finding people who don’t have what we
term a minimalist attitude. There are so
many people who just do the minimum
amount. When you get a quality person,
you start getting momentum and you
get some good people who attract more
good people. When you get one or two,
they see the passion, they live off the
passion, and then other people are attracted to that. Maybe they don’t want
to take risks, but at least they have the
work ethic. They want to take the most
advantage of situations, as opposed to a
minimizing them.

Brennan: Is it difficult for you to get
respect from prospective clients because of your youth?
Cherry: It’s the banks. When you are
24 years old and you are going to a
banker asking for $60 million, if you
are knowledgeable about your project
and about your industry, it makes
things much easier.
Hollo: I face the same challenge. I
think the way you get respect is to
simply know what you are doing.
You can always get somebody’s respect if you are the best at what you
do. When you start out, that credibility and trust are important.
At Desert Radiologists we use state of the art diagnostic techniques and equipment.
Our radiologists can help you screen for a number of diseases long before
they become life threatening.
We operate 5 full service outpatient facilities throughout Las Vegas and Henderson offering:
Angiography • CT Scan • DEXA • Fluoroscopy • Interventional Radiology • Mammography
MRI/MRA • Nuclear Medicine • PET/CT • Stereotactic Breast Biopsy • Ultrasound • X-Ray
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Brennan: But if you are 24 years old,
how do you get your financing?
Hollo: I believe banks focus on people
first. I found a local banker and ended
Continued on Page 57
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Continued From Page 32
up getting my first loan for $16,000.
Cherry: Your knowledge of your
business is also important, and they
see that.
Geinzer: For my first few start-ups, I
used credit cards and family. As I continued to grow, I had some hard times,
but I have done it all with my own
money. So, I don’t go to a bank anymore. I find it’s smarter and easier to
make the money and only grow based
upon what you are bringing in.

Brennan: In every roundtable, one of
the common threads is always the
complaint that the new generation,
your generation, doesn’t have the
work ethic of other generations. What
do you think?
Yakubik: No. I have trouble getting respect from the younger generation
below us. I’ve had people who worked
for me who dictated what they wanted,
came in when they wanted and took
time off when they wanted. That’s what
I have a problem with.
Stone: I don’t think there is anything
really attractive or noble about someone
saying, “I’m working 80 hours a week.”
Our older generation always says,
“When I was younger, I worked 60
hours a week.” Today you may be able
to produce the same amount, but if you
are doing it in half the time, that’s impressive. So, it’s not really the number
of hours you work. I think it’s the quality of work you are doing. We have the
Internet now. Everything’s different. So

I think we have to keep that in mind.
Geinzer: It comes down to how you
were raised and what part of country
you were born and raised in. My company attracts a lot of people from the
East Coast or Midwest because they
bring in a sharper work ethic. Nothing
against the West Coast, but a lot of
this population wants a job where
they don’t have to work. We find we
would rather have people from the
east than the west.
LaPlante: Our best recruits don’t
know to look for us and they’re not
looking for a job. They’re just looking
for social interaction. So we need to
“hang out” where they do and make
contacts with them. It’s that socially
conscious, younger employee who
makes us a better company. It’s that
20-something crowd. They’re very socially conscious and they’re willing to
work 60 hours a week if they feel
they’re participating in something
other than just the bottom line. And
they make really great employees.

Brennan: Does the educational system offers enough classes on entrepreneurship?
Primack: No, it’s hard to teach risk,
though. I mean, how can you teach
someone how to accept risk? A class
won’t teach you that. Experience will.
Stone: There’s a drive in most entrepreneurs that simply cannot be taught.
I’m sure that most of us in here share
the same traits. You just don’t learn
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..Denver..

that in college or graduate school.
College teaches you the basics: finance, accounting, human resources,
marketing and management.

Brennan: So, do you think there is a
void in the education system?
Stone: I don’t know firsthand, but
I’m sure there is a void. I think there
is always room for improvement. Offering classes on becoming an entrepreneur is only part of the equation.
Even you had a great course of study
at UNLV and you had a class of 100
people, you are still only going to get
5 to 10 percent of the students who go
out and become successful.
Smith: We’re working on setting up
an entrepreneurship minor at the University of Nevada Reno and have been
for some time. As we work through
this, I often say that entrepreneurship
is a cultural innovation. Look at Silicon Valley. Of course, you really want

to see what drives students to feel
confident about going out and trying
it on their own. They’re in a culture
where their examples are successful
entrepreneurs. Using examples in our
own community that show people it
can be done, and then translating that
back into the university system, will
have a market affect. We lecture pretty regularly at the entrepreneurship
school. We tell them that the universe
is far more malleable than what most
people think. You have to have a creative vision, be stubborn with your
will and execute it. So follow your
passion and don’t be afraid. For those
who get it, I think they have just as
much capacity to become an entrepreneur as any of us.
LaPlante: For the past two years, the
Center for Entrepreneurship and Technology has put on a statewide business
competition for college students. It’s
done in Arkansas and Oklahoma as
well. The Reynolds Foundation kicks

..Salt Lake City..
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in a sum of money to provide cash
incentives for better business ideas.
These kids get so much experience. I
wish I could go back to college now
and get the same experience they are
getting. They have the chance to interact with folks like us and find out what
they really need to know. You can’t
teach entrepreneurship. You can only
pass on experiences.
Stone: I think one of the things that
should be taught is that if you are motivated to be creative, if money is your
primary motivation, you’re probably
not going to be successful at whatever you do. There’s got to be something else, whatever it is. If it’s
money, it’s not going to happen.

Brennan: How do you even know
about a business plan when you are
20 years old?
Stone: Trial and error.
LaPlante: Yes.
Brennan: Do you use organizations
with mentoring programs?
LaPlante: I know in Northern Nevada they have SCORE (Service Corps
of Retired Executives). It is retired
business people who are giving back
to the community. They have become involved in Northern Nevada
with helping some of the college
programs.
Cherry: I think mentoring is the key. I
was mentored, not just in business,
but in life as well, so I feel like it is
my responsibility to teach what I
know to someone who shows an interest. I failed many times, but I have
learned from each failure, and it was
all from mentoring. And I think it is a
huge responsibility. Any way I can
help someone who shows an interest,
I would love to help.
Stone: Giving back to the community is extremely important to my company, just because what we do often
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has a negative connotation. We’re a
collection agency and we also work
for homeowners associations, so
that’s a double whammy. We’re very
active in giving back to the community. We want people to know we
aren’t horrible people. During the
holidays, we sponsored three families and made sure all our employees
participated. It is just such a great
feeling to give back to the less fortunate in the community.

Brennan: At the end of the day, what
really sets you apart as an entrepreneur?
Volpa: Risk. The desire to take risks.
Stone: Fear.
Smith: Especially fear.
Yoshizawa: It’s just never giving up.
You can’t teach this to anybody at
school, but being successful is a lot
of failures. It means picking yourself
up time after time. Nobody is going
to teach you how to not give up and,
when you have a problem, how to
find a different way to solve it.
Flagg: I don’t think anyone at this
table would be successful as an entrepreneur or CEO if they weren’t willing to bet on themselves. We are our
best bet, and we create the lifestyle
we want, as opposed to limiting our
lifestyle based on somebody else’s estimation of our value.
Yoshizawa: There have been a lot of
trial and errors, and a lot of hardship. If I wanted to close up shop, I
can’t do it anymore because I’m
going to affect so many other people’s lives now.
Goldwater: It’s a combination of
being appropriately dumb and appropriately smart. You have to be
dumb enough to believe you can do
something and smart enough to
know you are actually able to execute it.
Smith: I think there’s a thirst for
feeling alive and innovative, and

..Phoenix...

challenging yourself. The flip side of
that is the fear you’ll wake up some
day and realize that you didn’t challenge yourself.
Cenicola: Numbers are actually
what motivates me. It’s getting the
numbers right and adding up
someone’s score if they took a
chance to win. Having the biggest
number is the way to win, and

money is the easiest measurement
of your success because it shows
you took almost nothing and
turned it into something.
Goldwater: One of the developers
I work with says he categorized
entrepreneurship into three phases. First you’re crazy; second,
you’re a visionary; and third, you
are lucky.

..And Here...
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Nevada's construction industry is preparing for the 2007 legislative session. Business leaders interviewed for this story include (left to right): Senator Warren Hardy,
Associated Builders and Contractors; Steve
Holloway, Associated General Contractors;
Cindy Creighton, Nevada Subcontractors
Association; and Tony Dazzio, NAIOP.
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t’s been a turbulent couple of years.
Since the 2005 legislative session,
Nevada has experienced one of the
country’s biggest housing booms,
then a housing slowdown. As one of
the country’s fastest-growing states,
it’s wrestled with managing that
growth, which has resulted in soaring
energy prices, limited water resources
and increased highway traffic.
As lawmakers head into the 2007
session, builders, contractors and developers around the state are preparing to go to battle over several of
these issues, which could ultimately
affect everyone in Nevada.

I

Infrastructure Issues
“We’ve been advising legislators
that Nevada’s infrastructure needs to
be addressed and now it’s come to the
point where we’re facing close to a $4
billion bill in order to pay for infrastructure over the next 10 years, and
that’s just to get to the most basic
level of service,” said Buzz Harris, assistant executive director for the
Nevada chapter of the Associated
General Contractors (AGC).

That’s why the Nevada AGC, a
non-profit association made up of
approximately 300 heavy highway
and commercial contractors from
the top half of the state, intends to
lobby for pro-infrastructure measures in 2007. It’s a tough task in
a state with a firm low-tax stance,
said Jeanette Belz, an independent lobbyist for the AGC.
“Everyone’s always saying, ‘No
tax increase on my watch’ because it gets used against them
later, as we saw very clearly in
this last campaign season.”
In the last session, the AGC proposed a gasoline tax increase of 2
cents per year for five years; although
this increase would have been a direct
form of taxation and use – you don’t
use the road, you don’t pay the tax –
the bill died in the Legislature. “In
some ways, we’ve been a lone voice
in the wilderness,” said Belz. “But it’s
a problem that is not going away.”
What exactly is the infrastructure
problem? That’s what the Governor’s
Blue Ribbon Task Force was created
to determine. Following the 2005
session, Gov. Guinn appointed 14

legislators and community leaders,
including Nevada AGC Executive
Director John Madole, to study future highway projects in Nevada.
They were charged with reviewing
the need for future Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT) projects, project costs and revenue projections, and then evaluated potential
funding options.
Their findings, released in early December 2006, indicate that, where
transportation is concerned, Nevada is
verging on a crisis. Between 1990 and
2003, Nevada’s population grew by 92
percent, and the number of vehicle
miles traveled on its roads more than
doubled, from 9 billion to 19.46 billion; these numbers reflect the fastest
rate of growth in the nation. By 2010,
Nevada’s population should grow by
2.8 million. Las Vegas is the 10th most
congested city in the U.S. Unless drastic steps are taken, by 2030, driving
times in Las Vegas will exceed those
of present-day Los Angeles.
Currently, NDOT has 10 “Super
and Mega Projects” on its books,
which are needed to help ease congestion and accommodate growth, and
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are expected to total roughly $11 billion. Yet, the NDOT projects a shortfall
of $3.8 billion (in 2006 dollars) by
2015. And there hasn’t been an increase
in fuel taxes, registrations or driver license fees in this state since 1992.
Among the task force’s many recommendations are the following:
• Tougher enforcement of vehicle registrations for those moving here from
out-of-state;
• Redirecting the entire 2 percent state
sales tax on vehicles and vehicle repairs to the State Highway Fund for
NDOT;
• Appropriation of at least $170 million in 2008-2009 from the general
fund surplus to highways, and any future general fund surpluses above the
expenditure cap for “one-shot” state
highway expenditures;
• Indexing state fuel taxes to inflation,
with a maximum increase of 4.5 percent annually;
• Increasing the driver license fee by
$20 for the highway fund.
Another potential drain on the
Nevada’s highway fund is the Real ID
Act of 2005, which states that by
2009, each citizen must receive a national identification card from the
local Department of Motor Vehicles.
Issuing this card will require more
staff – and more money. Increased
driver license fees would help offset
costs of the Real ID program.
“So far nobody’s come forth with a
bill relative to highway funding,” said
Belz. “But I assume we’ll advocate
for those, because it has to be addressed.”
The AGC isn’t the only entity
concerned about infrastructure. The
Builders Association of Northern
Nevada (BANN), which represents
900 members in the residential
building industry from Northern
Nevada, will be looking closely at
eminent domain, along with others
in the industry.
In the November election, voters
passed Ballot Question 2, an eminent
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The state faces a budget shortfall for infrastructure projects such as roadwork.
domain initiative drafted by PISTOL
(People’s Initiative to Stop the Taking
of Our Land), which seeks to amend
the Nevada Constitution to allow public land that stands undeveloped for
five years to be sold back to the original private owner at its original price.
The measure must pass once more to
affect the Constitution.
“This is very concerning to us, because we think it will have a significant negative impact on the state and
the taxpayers, and frankly, on the ability to develop transportation projects,”
said Bambi Spahr, executive director
of BANN, who adds there are already
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bill draft requests in the works to challenge Question 2, and that BANN will
be advocating for those.
“If you think about how roads are
constructed, it’s a long process,” explained lobbyist Belz. “Land is divided up parcel by parcel. You have to do
environmental impact studies, get
zoning permits and all that. Five years
just doesn’t cut it.”
Guy Wells, chairman of the Nevada
Contractors Association, said his
group will also work against the PISTOL initiative. “If PISTOL passes, it
will be disastrous for the construction
community, making it impossible to

acquire right-of-way land, and it will
make smart-growth planning impossible,” he stated.
BANN will also advocate for better
management of the state’s resources.
As Mike Dillon, BANN’s community
relations and government affairs director, explained, this begins with
water. In fact, following the 2005 session, an interim committee was established to address Northern Nevada’s water concerns. This SCR 26
committee met to discuss how best to
use, manage and allocate Nevada’s
water resources. Its recommendations will be addressed in the 2007
session, and BANN expects to advocate for those.
“That will probably mean discussion
about making a new entity, perhaps a
Northern Nevada water authority,” said
Dillon, who added that this new authority would then be responsible for working with developers, leaving the Truckee Meadows Water Authority (TMWA)
to deal mainly with ratepayers.

Housing Concerns
The relationship between infrastructure and the housing market is
certainly on the mind of Irene Porter,
CEO and executive director of the
Southern Nevada Home Builders Association (SNHBA), which represents
home builders, light commercial
builders and master-planners in
Southern Nevada. As Porter explained, the recent downturn in the
housing market concerns all
Nevadans. The SNHBA will support
any legislative issues that stimulate
the market.
“The home building industry
pays a huge amount of taxes in
Nevada, which are used for everything from low-income housing, to
schools, to the state budget,” said
Porter. “As taxes paid by home
builders slow, so will funding. Infrastructure like roads, parks and
community centers won’t be
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funded for citizens, so that should
be of concern for everyone.”
She said that while the housing
slump now provides numerous affordable options for homebuyers, it has
unfortunately resulted in a number of
layoffs in the industry. “It’ll be particularly important during this session to
keep this in mind, and support nothing that exacerbates the situation by
forcing more layoffs.”
Spahr added that in the 2005 session, a study and interim committee
were established to address affordable housing in the state. She expects BANN to support bill drafts
that would provide for more affordable housing.

A Shortage of Land
According to Tony Dazzio, president-elect for the National Association of Industrial and Office Properties (NAIOP) Southern Nevada

“If PISTOL passes,
it will be disastrous
for the construction
community.”

Chapter, in the next five years, Las
Vegas will run out of contiguous, industrially-zoned land. This land,
which is designated for projects like
“big box” developments and distribution warehouses, is essential to the region’s economic prosperity, said
Dazzio. “These types of projects support gaming, residents, and goods and
services moving through the city. If
you run out [of land], the costs of
housing those services go up, and
that’s transferred to the customer.”

In the event of a land shortage, taking these services outside the community would mean a loss of revenue and
increased costs associated with storage. “We recognize that growth is essential to our economic vitality, and
we support a balance of residential
development growth as well as industrial growth,” said Dazzio. “We would
oppose converting any industrial land
for residential use, unless a viable
substitute is located.”
“Balance” will be NAIOP’s primary theme when it comes to taxation as
well, because while Nevada’s favorable tax structure is good for growth,
you can’t have growth without infrastructure. “We support reasonable tax
incentives and the authority of elected officials to set a fair tax policy,”
said Dazzio, “and we’d oppose any
taxes that would create an undue burden for citizens or reduce our favorable position in the nation. It’s about
striking a balance.”
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Defending the Industry
Senator Warren Hardy of District 12
in Southern Nevada is also the president of the Associated Builders and
Contractors (ABC) Las Vegas chapter.
ABC Las Vegas represents approximately 260 non-union members. Hardy
said that while the 2005 legislative session was an active one for his chapter,
this one should be fairly quiet.
“I think it’ll largely be a defensive
year for the industry,” Hardy said.
“Construction is an extremely important sector of the economy, and we
need to continue to make sure that
people can continue to make a living
here, so we’ll be supporting legislation that’s in line with that.”
ABC isn’t alone. The Nevada Subcontractors Association will be defending Senate Bill 241, the Right to
Repair bill that passed in 2003.
“We’ve had three years for that bill to
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“You can’t have
growth without
infrastructure.”

work its way through the courts, and
now we’ve identified areas for improvement,” explained Executive Director Cindy Creighton.
When it passed, SB 241 rewrote the
Nevada Constitution to derail excessive construction defect litigation
against the industry. Contractors and
subcontractors were essentially offered the chance to repair defects before facing litigation.

However, Creighton said a lack of
specificity still exists. “We need to know
what we’re fixing,” Creighton said. “For
example, a plumber may get sued for a
problem that exists in a project containing 200 units. We need to know what
we’re fixing, and we don’t get that the
lawsuits aren’t specific enough.” And
while she added that this is more a judicial issue than a legislative one, it will
certainly come up in the 2007 session.
The Las Vegas Chapter of the AGC
represents over 650 member companies from the bottom half of the state.
Executive Vice President Steve Holloway said they have already submitted three bill draft requests for this
next session, all of which help to defend the industry.
The first of these concerns construction managers-at-risk, or project managers who provide advice and
construction leadership on projects,
from planning and design, through contract management and supervision over
the construction phase. These managers contract directly with trade contractors, so everyone works smoothly
as a team. But with public works projects, all contractors are hired separately, based on their initial bids.
“The Nevada Contractors Association is supporting a bill draft request
to add construction management atrisk as an alternative delivery method
on public works projects,” said NCA’s
Wells. “Nevada is one of only six
states in the country that doesn't currently allow construction management at-risk. It essentially allows state
and municipal agencies to award projects on a best-value basis instead of
price alone, and limits public liability,
since the construction manager agrees
to assume any cost overruns beyond a
negotiated guaranteed maximum
price. The method, as a result, serves
as a strong incentive for the job to
stay within budget. Public agencies
are very supportive of the idea and
have participated in drafting the legislation. Their backing comes as a
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Building Nevada: Building Consensus
result of several low-bid, high-profile
project miscues, including the Clark
County Regional Justice Center and
Detention Center in downtown Las
Vegas, which both opened a year late
and over budget.”
The second bill draft supported by
the AGC pertains strictly to Clark
County, and it has to do with transportation logistics. The bill is in re-

sponse to a court decision that allowed
local government entities to issue permits on oversized loads and vehicles.
“As an example, if you wanted to
move portions of a tower crane from a
yard in North Las Vegas to the Wynn
resort on the Strip, you might have to
get four different permits: one from
NDOT, one from the county, one from
the city of North Las Vegas and one

from Las Vegas,” said Holloway.
“They might each take a week, and
it’s all to move the same load. Time is
money, and Steve Wynn is not going
to wait six weeks for a tower crane.”
As a result, the AGC went to the
2005 session with a bill that said local
entities would have to work together
to authorize the permitting process.
The problem, Holloway said, is that
none of these entities could agree
upon a set of hours during which
these loads could be moved. The logistics, Holloway said, don’t work.
“So we’re going to the legislature in
2007 to get them to fix it,” he said.
The AGC’s third proposed bill is
another defensive move, modifying
Chapter 624 of the Nevada Revised
Statutes. It states that if contractors
aren’t paid promptly for projects,
they may stop work and recover
damages. While the law is good,
Holloway said, it needs “tweaking,”
so laborers who complete their portion of the work may collect their
payments without having to wait
months, or even years, for project
completion. This session, the AGC
will spell out conditions, so payment
cannot be held up indefinitely.

A Fresh New Year
Builders and contractors around
the state all agreed on one thing: the
newest crop of legislators suggests
promise for the industry. And clearly, with the many issues facing
Nevada’s construction industry, it
will be important to start on the
right foot. “Many of the newly
elected people are very thoughtful
and have offered refreshing ideas,”
said Porter of SNHBA, who echoed
many others in her industry. “It
looks like there will be some great
committee chairmen in the Assembly, so we’re very positive.”
Jessica Santina is a freelance writer
based in Northern Nevada.
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Jaynes Corporation
New Strategies Overcome Challenges
he Jaynes Corporation has a
Las Vegas story similar to
many residents – the company came to the city temporarily in 1988…and never left. The
timing was perfect, said Steve Brooke,
executive vice president of the general
contracting firm. It was right before the
building boom.
When Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. came to
the Las Vegas Valley nearly 20 years ago,
it brought Jaynes Corporation with it.
The company built two Wal-Mart stores
and a Sam’s Club before Jaynes executives decided to set up shop in town.
Jaynes Corporation, which was originally founded as a concrete contractor in
1946, has grown over the years until, in
2004, it was ranked No. 7 of the Top 125
Contractors by Southwest Contractor
magazine, which ranks Arizona, New
Mexico and Nevada contractors by revenue. Southwest Contractor also chose
the company as No. 4 out of the Top 10
General Building Contractors the same
year. The 2004 rankings were based on
the $190 million in revenue tallied by the
Jaynes Corporation. In 2005, Engineering News Record ranked Jaynes Corporation as No. 188 in the Top 400 General
Contractors by revenue, which that year
reached $237 million.
The numbers didn’t lie. Jaynes Corporation was growing, but the pace was
slow and steady. After the terrorist attacks of 9/11, the company suffered a decrease in revenue from $250 million to
$200 million over the next few years.
Last year, however, revenue jumped
from $200 million to $325 million. The
rebound was the result of new thinking
among the company’s upper management, according to Brooke. “We had to
circle the wagons, get our house in order
and re-grow the company,” he said. The
company needed to implement procedures, control and accountability. “There
just wasn’t a lot of that in place when I
got here [to the Las Vegas office],” said
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Brooke. “When mistakes were made, it
was hard to trace them back. There was
no accountability, no process.”
Brooke knew what his branch needed,
but he wasn’t sure how to go about attaining his goals. In preparing materials
for an upcoming planning session,
Wayne Davenport, Jaynes Corporation
chief financial officer, sent Brooke a copy
of the book Good to Great by Jim
Collins. Once he read it, Brooke’s goals
were set and his path clear.
“I was reading this book and I was in
turn-around mode. This was touching a
nerve in me,” Brooke said. “We were a
good company, but if we were going to
go from good to great [something needed
to happen].”
He confronted each obstacle and
worked on getting “good people on the
bus” to create a “culture of discipline,”
following suggestions in the book and
modifying them to work within Jaynes
Corporation. The goal was to begin with
baby steps and gain momentum to leaps
where the company was working to keep
up, Brooke said.
“I like to give people tools to work with,”
he added. “At the same time, you have to
create a culture of discipline to keep up
with this stuff or it will eat your lunch.”
Brooke realized one of his most valuable assets was the Golden Rule, or
treating others like you want to be treated, and he worked on applying it to the
business world. He encouraged his team
to apply this philosophy when dealing
with subcontractors, architects, engineers and owners. He added personal
communication instead of form letters
and e-mails. It’s a simple idea, he said,
but a successful one.
“For the most part, everyone wants to
be good, wants to succeed,” Brooke
said. “We want to be everybody’s contractor of choice.”
Tiffannie Bond is a freelance writer based
in Southern Nevada.

Commercial Real Estate Report
RETAIL– 3rd Quarter 2006
TOTAL MARKET

Las Vegas

Reno

43,699,236

11,500,000

1,201,168

720,000

2.7%

6.30%

New Construction

210,000

N/A

Net Absorption

188,146

N/A

$1.99

$1.61

Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant

Average Lease sf/mo (nnn)
Under Construction
Planned

5,219,303

N/A

11,550,545

2,267,000

POWER CENTERS
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet

12,790,630

na

224,985

na

1.8%

na

New Construction

98,000

na

Net Absorption

99,442

na

Percent Vacant

$2.17

na

Under Construction

2,916,583

na

Planned

5,560,221

na

12,014,605

na

224,783

na

1.9%

na

0

na

19,685

na

$1.79

na

Under Construction

1,179,504

na

Planned

3,871,129

na

18,894,001

na

751,400

na

4.0%

na

112,000

na

69,019

na

Average Lease sf/mo (nnn)

COMMUNITY CENTERS
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant
New Construction
Net Absorption
Average Lease sf/mo (nnn)

NEIGHBORHOOD CENTERS
Total Square Feet
Vacant Square Feet
Percent Vacant
New Construction
Net Absorption

$2.00

na

Under Construction

1,123,216

na

Planned

2,119,195

na

Average Lease sf/mo (nnn)

Next Month: INDUSTRIAL
ABBREVIATION KEY
MGFS:

Modified Gross Full-Service

SF/MO:

Square Foot Per Month

NNN:

Net Net Net

Southern Nevada statistics compiled by
Applied Analysis.
Northern Nevada statistics compiled by
Alliance Commercial Real Estate Brokerage.
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BUILDING NEVADA BRIEFS

1.5 Million Square Feet of
Industrial Space Underway
Phase II of the 1.5 million-square-foot
Blue Diamond Business Center in Las
Vegas was recently completed. With
more than 350,000 square feet of light industrial space, it features tenants such as
Sara Lee Bakery, Outdoor Kitchen Concepts, Hardwood Specialty, American
Shredding, Las Vegas Review-Journal,
Peterman Lumber, U.S.A. Dawgs, Inc.,
Ventura Metals, Desert Portable Storage
and Level One Inspection Services.
Phase III, scheduled to begin construction in the first quarter of 2007, will be
composed of five buildings for a total of
450,000 square feet. The 110-acre Blue
Diamond Business Center is located west
of I-15 at the intersection of Windmill
Lane and Valley View Boulevard.

Lear 429 Breaks Ground
Sacramento-based Panattoni Development Company has begun work on the
Lear 429 building in the Lear Industrial Center. The 429,000-square-foot industrial facility is the third building to
be constructed at the Lear Industrial
Center, located in the Silver Lake area
of the Stead submarket in Northern
Nevada. The Lear Industrial Center is
master-planned for approximately 1.4
million square feet of industrial product. Lear 429 is scheduled for completion in June of 2007. The architect on
the project is Tectonics Design Group.

The Village at The Cauldron
Breaks Ground
Pacific Concepts has begun construction on Phase I of its latest project in
southwest Las Vegas, The Village at
The Cauldron. The three-story plaza
will be home to retail shops, restaurants and loft-style offices. The Village at the Cauldron sits on 8.62 acres
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on the northwest corner of Russell
Road and I-215. Phase I consists of
68,000 square feet, with retail space
divisible from 1,049 square feet to
10,444 square feet and office space
divisible from 900 square feet to
10,444 square feet. Phase II, planned
for later this year, consists of 100,000
square feet. Companies that have
signed leases at the project include
Studio Open, La Pedispa, Lava Java,
Meritage Fine Food and Wine, Meritage Banquet Rooms, PODS Nevada
Offices, Electric Chair, Electric
Beach, Amethyst Massage and impress communications.

$412 Million Retail
Portfolio Sold
Barclay’s Realty & Management
Company recently sold a 16-property
retail portfolio including two Nevada
shopping centers for a total price exceeding $412 million. Weingarten, one
of the largest real estate investment
trust (REIT) companies listed on the
New York Stock Exchange, purchased
Charleston Commons in Las Vegas for
$60,225,000. The 337,571-square-foot
center is located on North Nellis
Boulevard, anchored by Wal Mart.
BlackRock Realty, the real estate investment arm of BlackRock Inc., purchased Canyon Lakes Plaza for $19.2
million. The 65,367-square-foot center, located on West Sahara Avenue, is
anchored by Smith’s Food & Drug.
Burnham Real Estate* ONCOR International’s Retail Advisory Group negotiated the sale.

Shea Commercial to Be
Reorganized
Arizona-based Shea Commercial has
entered into an agreement with Prudential CRES Commercial Real Estate to

The Village at The Cauldron Breaks
Ground

form a western regional brokerage office
that includes Arizona and Nevada, with
plans for expansion into Southern California. Shea Commercial’s development
business will be reorganized as a real estate investment trust (REIT) under the
continued direction of Shea Commercial Founder and CEO Jim Riggs.
Shea’s commercial brokerage operation
will affiliate with Prudential CRES
Commercial Real Estate, and operate as
an independently owned and operated
franchisee trading as Prudential CRES
Commercial Real Estate.

NAIOP Launches Northern
Nevada Chapter
A group of commercial real estate professionals recently formed the Northern Nevada Chapter of the National Association of Industrial and Office
Properties (NAIOP). “The impetus for
establishing the local chapter is twofold: first, to promote sound growth
throughout the northern region of the
state, and secondly, to ensure the continuation of Nevada’s pro-business environment,” stated new chapter President Scott Beggs, director of portfolio
management at Reno-based DP Partners. The Northern Nevada Chapter has
62 members. As a national organization, NAIOP has an extensive network
of 52 chapters that represent the interests of developers and owners of industrial, office and related commercial real
estate throughout North America.
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NEVADA BRIEFS

Bank Receives Permission
to Organize
Service1st Bank of Nevada has received “Permission to Organize” by
the State of Nevada Financial Institutions Division. This step in the formation process allows bank organizers to
accept stock subscriptions. Service1st
expects to raise initial capital of $50
million, making it Nevada’s first
“super-start-up bank.” The stock will
be sold through private placement to
between 200 and 300 Nevada shareholders with a minimum subscription
of $100,000. John Dedolph, Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer, was the
former CEO of Las Vegas based Sun
State Bank. Other officers involved in
the formation of Service1st include:
Stuart Olson, President; Patricial
Ochal, Executive Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer; and David
Jones, Executive Vice President. All
three individuals were formerly with
Nevada First Bank. The bank will open
in January with one branch and a lending center located in Las Vegas at Centra Point, on the northeast corner of
Durango Boulevard and Sunset Road.

Northern Nevada Medical
Center Expands
Northern Nevada Medical Center is expanding into the community of Spanish
Springs in Sparks, with its Northern
Nevada Diagnostic Center planned to
open in summer 2007. The center will be
located in a medical office building on
the southeast corner of Los Altos Parkway and Ion Drive just across from the
new Miguel Sepulveda Elementary
School. The facility will be the first of
three 20,000-square-foot physicianowned buildings planned for the 5.6-acre
site. Northern Nevada Diagnostic Center
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will offer outpatient diagnostics including X-rays, CT scans, MRIs, ultrasounds
and digital mammography. Moody
Weiske Contractors of Reno will begin
construction on the first medical office
building in early January 2007.

New People Mover Planned
for McCarran
The Surveying and Geomatics group at
Stantec’s Las Vegas office will assist
Bombardier in the construction of a
people mover that will eventually connect the D concourse at McCarran International Airport to the new T3 terminal via a 1,100-foot-long underground
tunnel. For this project, Stantec will use
a new three-dimensional laser scanning
system, which company officials said is
a much faster process than more conventional methods. The laser scan will
produce a three-dimensional map of the
core as-built tunnel, while also recording necessary data, capturing images at
16 different points on the full 360-degree radius inside the tunnel at 2.5-foot
intervals. This new technology will
allow the task to be completed in as little as three days, rather than the estimated six weeks it would take otherwise. Bombardier engineers will use
Stantec’s data when they pour concrete
for the people mover’s running pads
and install steel guidebeams and other
equipment.

Ford Motor Credit Expands
Henderson Operation
Ford Motor Credit Company recently
announced it will expand its operations
in Henderson. The Henderson facility,
which currently employs more than
500 people, will occupy nearly 20,000
square feet at an additional location in
southwest Henderson, bordering the

Northern Nevada Diagnostic Center

city of Las Vegas. The new office will
accommodate more than 300 employees. In addition to loan servicing,
which is currently handled at the Henderson facility, the expansion will also
focus on additional business services,
including originations, dealer credit
and wholesale operations. The expansion efforts will allow Ford Motor
Credit to serve as the company’s primary financial services hub to customers throughout the entire western
region of the United States.

Ely School Develops
Biomass Project
The David E. Norman Elementary
School in Ely will receive the Nevada
Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation Task Force’s 2006 public sector
Renewable Energy And Conservation
Honors (REACH) Award for outstanding contributions to renewable energy
and energy conservation in Nevada. The
school’s biomass boiler project uses approximately 150 tons of wood chips per
year to heat the school building. It was
part of a $3.4 million energy retrofit project completed by APS Energy Services
and made possible through the Fuels for
Schools program. The retrofit will generate an annual savings of approximately $460,000 for the White Pine County
School District. The biomass boiler is
the first Fuels for Schools project in
Nevada and will be used to host tours
and educate students and visitors about
alternative fuels and forestry health.

by Michelle Danks

C O M PA S S I O N ATE C A P ITA L I S M

Easter Seals Southern Nevada
Helping Nevadans with Disabilities
aster Seals Southern Nevada (ESSN) CEO and President Brian Patchett might
be one of the youngest
leaders of the internationally recognized non-profit organization, but he
has big plans on impacting the Las
Vegas community.
Easter Seals provides services nationwide to more than 1 million children, adults and their family members
annually. The organization has been
helping individuals for more than 80
years. From child development centers
to physical rehabilitation and job training for people with disabilities, Easter
Seals offers a variety of services to
help the disabled address life’s challenges and achieve personal goals.
Although Easter Seals has been
serving the Southern Nevada community for more than 25 years, it has nearly doubled in size over the last two
years. Before then, people who required disability services often lacked
the necessary assistance, but Patchett
said his vision is to “provide services
to people with disabilities so they can
live, work and play independently
without being institutionalized.”
Patchett has transformed the organization, overhauling the budget, adding
programs, and adding to the staff. He
has helped the Southern Nevada location grow to more than 110 employees.
ESSN now offers nine programs,
compared to only five when Patchett
took the helm of the organization’s
Southern Nevada chapter. Within the
past two years the staff has welcomed
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new services, including Recreation,
Assistive Technology, Transition Connect and Early Intervention. These new
programs join with existing programs:
Adult Day Services; Child Development Center; Family Respite; Job
Training and Employment; and Supported Living. In 2007, ESSN will be
exploring the need for adult daycare
and in-home care services for seniors.
The newest program offered through
ESSN focuses on early intervention
with children from birth to 3 years old.
This program offers a family-centered
approach to working with children
who have special needs. With this new
service, ESSN hopes to increase services to children and their families in
their natural home environment.
Patchett, who joined the Southern
Nevada branch as CEO and president
in 2004, has been helping Easter Seals
serve families of people with disabilities for more than 10 years, Patchett is
also a member of the community of
people with disabilities – he became
visually impaired at the age of seven.
Despite his disability, he continued to
develop his athletic and academic abilities throughout his childhood and continues these passions to this day.

night club on the Las Vegas Strip. The
show will feature athletes from the National Football League and models
from SecretsInc.
Along with these community events,
Jackson and additional members of the
NFL will be hosting a youth mini-football camp on Feb. 19. The camp,
which welcomes all children under the
age of 14, will be held at the UNLV
practice fields. Participants will not
only have a day of fun, but will also receive a T-shirt and have autograph opportunities with the athletes.
Additional NFL athletes scheduled
to attend are St. Louis Rams quarterback Marc Bulger and wide receiver
Torry Holt. Easter Seals also welcomes
Carolina Panthers linebacker Adam
Seward, Tennessee Titans wide receiver Drew Bennett and San Diego
Chargers wide receiver and UNLV
Hall of Famer Keenan McCardell.
Jackson is currently one of the
NFL’s top-10 running backs, rushing
for more than 900 yards this season.
Jackson, a local graduate of El Dorado
High School, is well known in Las
Vegas for his community involvement
and work with local charities.

Golf Tournament and
Fashion Show Planned
ESSN has teamed with the Steven
Jackson Foundation for a golf tournament fundraiser and high-end fashion
show on Feb. 20, 2007. The golf tournament will be held at Arroyo Golf
Club at Red Rock, while the fashion
show will be hosted by a top-rated

Easter Seals of Southern Nevada
6200 W. Oakey Blvd.
Las Vegas, NV 89146
702-870-7050
Eastersealssn.org
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FACE TO FACE
Type of business

Northern Nevada’s largest provider of
services to people with intellectual and
physical disabilities
Biggest business challenge

Juggling the dual missions of HSI: providing employment, job training and residential
supports to people with disabilities, while
also providing excellent light manufacturing
and labor-intensive services on a contract
basis to local businesses.

LaVonne N. Brooks
President and CEO
HSI (High Sierra Industries)
Reno
Years in Nevada:

12

Years with Firm:

6

If you could start over and choose a
different profession, what would it be?

President
Crisci Custom Builders
Las Vegas

Years in Nevada:

22

Years with Firm:

16
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Does Rotary or the Hispanic Chamber of
Northern Nevada and the Latino Empowerment Advancement and Development
program count as work? If so, then I
make an effort to run a minimum of three
to four miles, three times a week. Sundays are spent with my family.
Little-known fact about yourself:

I was a figure skater for nine years, until I
was 14 years old. I was a great jumper,
but a horrible spinner.

My current position is a varied, exciting,
sometimes frustrating, and in the end, always rewarding job. I didn’t begin my career here. Rather, this organization and I
found each other after I spent many years in
the manufacturing industry and having run
my own consulting company. So, the only
other “career” I might have chosen is to
have been a mom.

Does managing a non-profit require different skills than managing a for-profit company?

Type of business

How do you spend your time when you’re
not working?

Las Vegas-based general contracting firm
that specializes in institutional, industrial,
professional and retail construction.

Joseph Crisci

How do you spend your time when you’re
not working?

Having had a career in both arenas, I
would say that leading a non-profit organization demands much more of me on
every level than I believed possible. On
any given day, I could be working on is-

Boating, reading and practicing martial
arts

Biggest Business Challenge:

What would you like your legacy to be?

Finding quality people to staff my company. When they’re out in the field, they
represent the company. When they make
a mistake, it not only reflects poorly on
them, but on Crisci Custom Builders as
well. On the same note, when they do
well, Crisci Custom Builders is reflected
positively through their actions.

I would like to be remembered as a man
whose actions were true to his word and
above-board, who carried through with
his promises and practiced honesty all
around.

What do you like best about your job?

I love being able to see somebody’s dream
come alive. When a client describes what
he or she wants, an architect sketches it on
paper and we’re able to build it, it’s amazing. To think that what we build could be
standing for years – that’s another amazing
part of my job.

With building material costs rising, what are
you doing to help keep your costs down?

While we cannot regulate the costs of
building materials, we have found one
truly efficient way of keeping costs down
for everyone involved. The key is ensuring
that the project is finished on time according to schedule. By using the best subcontractors and managing construction
progress so developments are completed
on time. Owners see the overall savings
when we keep our word.

INSIDE POLITICS

Constitutional Changes
The Voice of the People?
oes government of the
people, by the people and
for the people include the
right of the public to circumvent the legislative process, and
pass legislation and constitutional
amendments by themselves?
This question will undoubtedly be
asked several times as the 2007 Legislature gets ready to convene for its 74th
session this coming February.
Nevada has some of the most relaxed initiative and referendum laws
of any state in the country. It is the reason you have seen questions to legalize marijuana on nearly every ballot
for the past several years. Because of
the Silver State’s small population
base, those wishing to change our
Constitution or institute new laws can,
without much cost, collect signatures
and gain access to the ballot.
It takes a certain number of signatures from those who voted in the last
general election to force a question or
referendum onto the ballot. Collecting
these signatures has been slightly challenging in the past due to difficulties
with getting signatures in Nevada’s
less-populated rural counties. However,
those restrictions have been challenged
in federal court and may be thrown out.
Large political action committees
with unlimited budgets can hire signature gatherers, and collect the
needed signatures in far less time
than it would take in a more populous state. When an issue actually
makes it onto the ballot, political
committees have a national presence
to push their particular measure.

D

Current Secretary of State Dean
Heller, who oversees the election
process in Nevada, has tried to put forth
legislation that would tighten restrictions for initiative petitions and referendums. Incoming Secretary of State Ross
Miller has plans to do the same.
One of Miller’s proposals, likely to
pass in 2007, is banning questions that
qualify for the ballot but are rejected by
the voters. Supporters of that measure
would have to wait two or more election
cycles before they could bring a rejected proposal back in front of voters.
Under this law, those backing the legalization of marijuana would have to wait
until the 2014 election cycle before they
could qualify their initiative again.
There is a fine line, however, between
being too cumbersome and allowing
people unfettered access to Nevada’s
ballots. Advocates for tighter restrictions point out that people elect representatives to pass laws and put programs in place for the public benefit.
Initiative supporters believe their way is
most honest and accurate when it comes
to finding out what people want, since it
is truly the will of the people.

Most political experts seem to agree
that ballot measures asking the public if
they want to pay more in taxes or fees to
fund a needy project – such as putting
more police officers on the streets or
building new roads – are a good way to
use the process.
Those initiatives or referendums that
seem to circumvent the spirit and intent
of electing leaders, such as legalizing
marijuana or outlawing smoking in
public places, might need more public
discourse and debate before automatically appearing on our ballots.
Big corporations and industries such
as gaming, mining and construction are
very wary of the initiative process. How
appealing would it be to voters if they
could vote to immediately raise gaming
taxes or ban all mining in Nevada?
While these may not pass automatically, it would take strong efforts by the industries being attacked to explain why
these questions could be extremely
detrimental to our state’s economy.
Mike Sullivan is president of Knight
Consulting, a Las Vegas government affairs firm.

POSITION AVAILABLE
Marketing VP for risk management firm in Las Vegas.
Requires degree and relevant experience.
Send resume to:

Capstone Brokerage Inc.
2675 S. Jones Blvd., Ste 102 Las Vegas, NV 89146 or Fax to 702-932-7730
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TECH PAGE

Text Messaging
What Business Owners Need to Know
text message, simply put,
is a maximum of 160
characters of text you can
send back and forth.
While cell phone-hugging, text-crazy
teenagers are the most visible textmessaging force out there, business
people are starting to use text messages to send and receive information
with trusted senders and recipients.
Yes, texting (SMS technology) has
transcended the teen market and
moved into big business.
Business owners are sitting down
with consultants to map out mobile
strategies, just like they did several
years ago with Internet strategies.
Business owners, be aware: You
won’t be able to broadcast mass SMS
messages without getting people to
opt in – you can’t blanket entire cities
with a coupon. In this medium, marketing needs to drill down a lot further
to be effective. A mobile customer relationship marketing (MCRM) system is required as a tool to communicate to “moving target” customers.
For the business owner, texting
makes business sense for internal and
external communications as a control
mechanism. Early adopters included
nightclubs and the entertainment industry, which used texting to communicate highly-targeted messages to
end users. These days, construction
firms may ask crews to use text messages to report locations and job
progress to a central database. A

A
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restaurant may take down a customer’s cell number and text the customer when a table becomes available;
a pharmacy may do the same when a
prescription is ready. It’s all about saving time. My father, who owns a logging company in South America, uses
texting to collect weigh-station information from his team members. This
way, he doesn’t have to buy everyone
an expensive laptop.
The financial industry has picked
up on this technology as a way to
communicate investment information
to clients more quickly. The dialogue
is far more intimate in business-tobusiness applications than businessto-consumer, yet tremendous opportunities are available for the retail side
as well, utilizing customer needs to
enter into a continuous mobile dialogue. In some cases, with high-value
information, customers are willing to
pay for text messages, so the technol-

“For the business
owner, texting makes
business sense for
internal and external
communications.”

ogy can actually become a revenue
stream. We are seeing this in the real
estate world, where it’s important to
be first. We are also seeing companies
push live video to cell phones.
For the business owner looking to
explore this technology, the first step
is to find out what percentage of your
customer and supplier base uses cell
phones. Nationally, 85 percent of all
people over age 18 and under age 55
have a cell phone. Look into whether
you want to use mobile to receive,
gather or send out information. (Multimedia and video messaging are also
huge right now.)
Even if your business does not plan
to use SMS messaging for marketing
or communications, you should ensure that your website is easily accessible from a cell phone. Companies
are developing special WAP (wireless
application protocol) sites that run on
cell phones, and some casinos are
converting websites to WAP sites.
SMS messages sent this year show a
71 percent increase in monthly volume,
compared to last year. Any cell phone
purchased within the last three years is
capable of receiving a text message. It’s
too powerful a force for progressive
business owners to ignore.
Dietmar Petutschnig is CEO of AG
Nunet, Inc.’s U.S. operations, which
are based in Las Vegas, and a partner
in the global organization, which has
offices in Germany and Dubai.

SPEAKING FOR NEVADA

Payday Loan Regulations
Protecting Nevada Borrowers
“How does the Financial Institutions Division regulate payday lenders
and protect consumers?”

heck cashing and deferred
deposit service companies, colloquially known
as “payday lenders,” are a
necessity to certain borrowers who
may be labeled sub-prime, though
consumers from a broad spectrum of
income and asset levels use payday
loan services.
Payday loans are meant to assist
consumers experiencing temporary
cash flow problems or financial emergencies, but are not meant to be relied
upon as regular income.
With the passage of Assembly Bill
384, new tougher regulations in
Nevada Revised Statutes 604A
curbed many of the former abuses
and made it more difficult for unscrupulous lenders to take advantage
of consumers. Some of the changes
help protect consumers from the
debt treadmill by capping borrowers’ loan amounts, the cumulative
total of multiple loans and the number of extensions.
The Nevada Financial Institutions
Division is responsible for the regulatory enforcement of the new law. Following are some highlights:
Limitations are set on loan amounts.
Payday loans may not exceed 25 percent
of the borrower’s expected gross monthly
income. The cumulative loan amounts of
multiple loans to a single borrower also
may not exceed 25 percent of the borrower’s expected gross monthly income.

C

Limitations are set on loan extensions. If the borrower wishes to
extend the initial term of the payday loan, the extension cannot exceed 60 days beyond the initial
loan expiration.
The right to rescind the loan is
available to the borrower. The
lender must allow the borrower to
rescind the loan on or before the
close of business on the next day of
business at the location where the
loan was initiated. For instance, if a
borrower took out a loan on Thursday morning, the borrower has until
close of business on Friday to retract the loan. The borrower must
return the sum of money equal to
the face value of the loan and provide copies of certain documents to
the borrower as proof of the voided
transaction.
The borrower has the right to pay a
loan in full or in part at any time without any additional charge or fee before the date the final payment or extension is due.
Terms must be presented in the language in which the transaction was
conducted. Before making a loan, the
lender must provide the customer
with a written agreement of the loan’s
terms. For example, if the transaction
was conducted in Spanish, terms must
also be in Spanish.
Before a lender attempts to commence legal action to collect on a

Steven Kondrup

defaulted loan, he or she must offer
the borrower the opportunity to enter
into a repayment plan by a written
agreement no later than 15 days after
the date of default.
The loan agreement or promissory
note must also include the following
terms as established through the federal Truth in Lending Act:
• Annual Percentage Rate (APR):
The cost of credit as a yearly rate.
These rates are typically high because “payday” loans are usually
small and for very short terms. The
State of Nevada has not established
a cap on these rates.
• Finance Charge: The dollar amount
the credit will cost, or the actual cost
of the interest paid for receiving the
loan.
• Amount Financed: This is typically
the amount of cash the borrower receives from the lender.
• Total of payments: The total amount
paid after making all scheduled payments.
Before doing business with any
lender or other financial institution,
log on to www.fid.state.nv.us, and
click on the “Licensees as of …” link
to ensure you are doing business with
a licensed entity.
Steven Kondrup is acting commissioner of the State of Nevada Financial Institutions Division.
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Se Habla Español
Winning Hispanic Customers in Nevada
s businesses are aware,
there is power in numbers, and nowhere is that
more apparent than in the
U.S. Hispanic market. In fact, with
one in five residents being Hispanic,
Nevada is one of the nation’s fastestgrowing Hispanic markets. In Clark
County, one of every four residents
is Hispanic. And in terms of buying
power, the numbers speak for themselves. At $10 billion in 2005, Nevada ranked fifth in the nation.
The news is good for Nevada businesses wanting to expand their appeal to the Hispanic population. It’s
an excellent market to target, yet
businesses need to put some thought
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and planning into their approach or
they could end up failing miserably.
It’s far more than hanging a shingle
that says: “Se Habla Español.”
Achieving success with the Hispanic market certainly involves taking demographics into consideration. But equally as important, is the
attention given to psychographics
and cultural nuances. This involves
the following important tenets:
Ascertain your target audience’s
level of acculturation. Before starting on any initiative targeting Hispanics, it is critical to determine
your target audience’s level of acculturation. Acculturation refers to the
stage or level that an individual has
achieved in adjusting to the host culture. Characteristics that typically
define levels of acculturation include: length of time in a new country; level of fluency in that country’s
language; education; degree of comfort in dealing socially with members of the new country; etc. Several
states have a large concentration of
Hispanics who have a high level of
acculturation, like California, Florida and Texas, whereas the majority
of Hispanics in Nevada have a very
low level of acculturation. This is attributed to the fact that the majority
of Hispanics in Nevada have only recently arrived.
Create unique marketing approaches and messages. When developing marketing strategies and

tactics, it’s not safe to assume that a
winning formula for the non-Hispanic market will be a winning formula for Hispanics. One of the most
important things to recognize when
building a customer relationship
within this market is that the group
of prospects is not merely a Spanishspeaking version of the U.S. market.
Their language is different and so
are their cultural perspectives, experiences and goals. A marketing message that resonates with the nonHispanic market may make no sense
to your Hispanic target audience.
This means you need to do more
than translate. Messages must “connect” with the Hispanic consumer in
order to appeal to the audience. And
to get it right, word choice, tone and
graphic design will likely need to be
significantly different. Also, give
careful consideration to your media
mix. It will likely need to vary as
well, because the Hispanic market
responds to media differently than
the general market.
Assume the need to educate and
inform about your product or service. If your target audience has a
low level of acculturation, such as
the majority of Hispanics in Nevada, it is very possible they have limited or no experience with the product or service you are offering.
Don’t make the mistake of assuming
they have used your product before.
Do some research first. If there is

limited familiarity with your product, take an educational approach in
your advertising and marketing materials. Explain and inform. Your
chances of creating customer good
will and winning their business will
be much greater.
Deliver a welcoming attitude. To
build a relationship with the Hispanic market, it’s important that promises conveyed in advertising materials
are delivered in the customer experience. This is done with Spanish
speaking customer service associates, Hispanic sales representatives
and marketing materials presented in
Spanish. It’s vital to have people on
staff who can communicate effectively with customers in Spanish.
This means having employees with
true fluency in the language and an
understanding of the culture. In
other words, those who can converse
at a level well beyond high school
Spanish. Ideally, it’s best to have
more than a Spanish-speaking, nonHispanic employee and instead employ Hispanic representatives who
can relate to your Hispanic customers on all levels. By doing so,
you are reinforcing the fact you
value Hispanic business at every
touch point.
The keys to creating effective Hispanic customer relationships are really no different than successfully
marketing to other segments of the
population. You need to acknowledge their uniqueness, respect the
differences, communicate in a way
that resonates on several levels and
embrace their business with a welcoming attitude. You enhance your
chance of success by planning on the
front end, and by putting a few key
tools and approaches in place.
Chrysanthe Georges Sawyer is president of Georges Marketing, a Las
Vegas-based marketing consulting
firm specializing in direct marketing
and marketing to Hispanics.

Investment Wisdom
An anonymous Chinese proverb reads:
A great fortune depends upon luck; a small one on diligence.

Michael A. Saltman

That’s where Vista Financial Resources comes in. We earn good, solid
double-digit returns for our investors by careful and diligent underwriting.
Every effort is made to select borrowers carefully and evaluate projects
through the prism of lessons learned over decades in the real estate
development world.
We can’t turn you into a millionaire overnight, but we can help you keep
and grow what you’ve got. Please come and meet us. Find out what makes
us worth knowing.

For additional information
call us at (702) 614-5400.

Michael Crisp

Vista Financial Resources LLC is a Nevada Licensed Mortgage Brokerage Firm.
Money invested through a mortgage broker is not guaranteed to earn any interest
or return and is not insured. Prior to investing, investors must be provided
applicable disclosure documents.

Jerry Trenberth
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Commandments
for Goal-Setting
Make Goals Vivid
and Visible

Promote your Company Today!
hat is standing in the way
of achieving your goals?
To achieve your goals, you
must first create a vision.
Then, identify categories within your
vision, such as: employees, money, exercise, family and personal time, personal development and other things
you want to acquire. Use the following
guidelines to create and achieve your
goals – and the life you truly desire:
1. Write down your goals. This is the
most important aspect of goal-setting.
Writing down your goals creates the
roadmap to your success. You may
choose to revise a goal as circumstances
and other goals change. Changing a
goal isn’t failure. Consider it a victory
because you had the insight to realize
the goal you set wasn’t perfect and you
had the courage to make a change.
2. Your goals should be based solely
on your vision. Write your goals in
positive language. Your subconscious
mind is a very efficient, powerful tool
– its only function is to carry out instructions. The more positive instructions you give it, the more positive results you will get, and the faster you
will get them.
3. Make your goals congruent with
each other. In other words, one goal
must not contradict any of your other
goals. Example: A goal to buy a
$750,000 home is incongruent with an
income goal of $50,000 per year. This
is called non-integrated thinking and
will sabotage all of the hard work you
put into your goals.
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4. Make your goals specific, precise,
clearly defined. Just like your vision,
write out your goals in complete, vivid
detail. Instead of writing “a new
home,” describe the home you desire:
“a 7,500-square-foot contemporary
with 5 bedrooms, 3 baths, an office
with a separate entrance, and a view of
the mountains on 20 acres of land.”
Giving the subconscious mind a detailed set of instructions is crucial to
goal achievement.
5. Include a timeline. Timelines are
vital to goal achievement. By when,
exactly, must this goal be achieved?
“This year,” “soon,” “in a little
while,” or “later” doesn’t cut it. Pick
a date. If it’s not on the calendar, it’s
not going to happen. You must be
able to measure exactly where you
stand now against where you want to
be in the future.
6. Make sure your goals are big
enough. I’m sure you’ve heard the old
saying, “Shoot for the moon. If you
miss, you’ll still reach the stars.” Goals
should inspire you to move forward,
perhaps with a little bit of a knot in
your stomach. If your goals are too
easy, you won’t be as motivated to
achieve them. If they’re too hard, you
might become overwhelmed and not
even take the first, necessary steps.
Take action right away to reinforce
to your subconscious mind you are serious about achieving your vision.
Honorée Corpron is a Las Vegasbased author and personal coach.
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MONEY MANAGEMENT

Trust Deed Investments
Overlooked, Underappreciated
ick up a copy of Money or
Smart Money magazine,
and you’ll find articles
about all manner of potential investments. Stocks, bonds,
REITs, tax-free municipal bonds,
real estate – even baseball cards and
Cabbage Patch dolls. But you’ll
probably never find an article on
trust deeds, even though these investments have been quietly yielding
many savvy Nevadans double-digit
annualized returns for decades.
A trust deed (aka mortgage) is
much like the mortgage on your
house; however, as an investor, you
are the lender who receives monthly
payments, rather than the borrower
who makes them. Typically, borrowers are real estate developers or land
bankers borrowing to purchase, develop or hold property. Also typically,
because most mortgage loans are too
large for one investor to fund individually, loans are made through mortgage companies which, in turn, sell
fractionalized interests to investors.
For example, a borrower may have
a real estate project worth $1.5 million. He wants to borrow $900,000
against it. The mortgage company
endeavors to verify that the property
really is worth $1.5 million – usually
by getting an appraisal from a licensed appraiser. The mortgage
company then agrees to lend the borrower $900,000 (a 60 percent loanto-value ratio); it might then obtain
$90,000 from each of five
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investor/clients and $150,000 from
each of three investor clients to make
up the total of $900,000.
Before lending, the mortgage company evaluates the loan to make sure
the collateral is worth significantly
more than the amount loaned (to give
the investors an “equity cushion”
against default), assembles the investor group and handles the paperwork. Monthly, as the borrower makes
his payment, the mortgage company
collects the money and divides it
among the various investors according
to the percentage they invested.
What rates of return should investors expect from trust deeds? It
depends on several factors, including
the quality and desirability of the
collateral, the loan-to-value ratio and
the reputation, track record and financial net worth of the borrower. It
also depends upon whether the trust
deed is in the first or second position.
At present, in Las Vegas, “firsts” typically command roughly 12 percent
to 14 percent per annum and “seconds” roughly from 14 percent to 18
percent and up.
Some people shy away from investing in trust deeds as sounding “too
good to be true.” With the prime rate
hovering around 8 percent, they wonder why anyone would agree to pay up
to 18 percent to borrow money unless
the person or company were a disastrous credit risk. Why wouldn’t these
people borrow the money at much
lower rates from their bank?

First, mortgage companies are less
regulated than banks. They make decisions and fund loans more quickly.
Second, mortgage companies frequently will lend more than a bank would on
a given piece of property. Third, banks
can be fickle, changing policies
overnight from being “real estate
friendly” or “raw land friendly” lenders
to refusing to lend on such collateral.
When this happens, quality borrowers
are left out in the cold. Fourth, most
banks have “one borrower limits” limiting the total amount a bank can lend
to a single developer/borrower (including affiliates). Once these limits are
reached, the borrower is forced elsewhere – such as to a mortgage company – to get the money needed.
In short, many solid borrowers
seek financing from mortgage companies. Moreover, notwithstanding a
very few highly-publicized bad apples, many reputable mortgage companies quietly generate returns for
their investor/clients.
All mortgage companies must be licensed by the State of Nevada Mortgage Lending Division (MLD). Talk to
several companies (and several investors, if possible), then check with
the MLD at (702) 486-0780 or (775)
684-7060 – and with your attorney and
accountant – before investing.
Jerry Trenberth is a principal with
Vista Financial Resources, LLC, a licensed mortgage brokerage firm
based in Las Vegas.

by Michelle Danks

V ITA L S I G N S

Organ and Anatomical Donation
Two Organizations Educate the Public
ore than 100,000 people
across the U.S. need
organ transplants. In
Nevada, 217 people are
waiting for kidney or kidney/pancreas
transplants, the only type of transplant surgery performed in this state.
Organ Shortage
Not long ago, the topic of organ donation was a quiet whisper. Back
then, debate took the form of ethical
questioning: should we be transplanting organs? Today, the discussion revolves around the severe organ shortage and philosophical concerns, such
as fairness in awarding organs to
those most in need.
In Nevada, the Nevada Donor Network (NDN), and its executive director, Ken Richardson, lead the public
dialogue on organ donation. Through
their efforts, Nevada citizens, who
formerly knew little about organ donation, are now automatically asked
to be donors when applying for driver licenses at the Department of
Motor Vehicles.
NDN is one of the few organ procurement agencies in the country to
manage the recovery of organs, tissues and eyes in the same facility,
making Nevada progressive in the
field of organ and tissue procurement.
In addition, the NDN also tests
donors and recipients for tissue-typing before organ transplantation.
Yet, according to Richardson, the
state has a long way to go. “Nevada
needs a multi-organ transplant center.
Right now kidney and kidney/pan-
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creas are the only organ transplants to
be performed in Southern Nevada,
and only at Sunrise Hospital Medical
Center and University Medical Center. Additionally, there is a need to increase organ donations,” added
Richardson. “The donor shortage is a
public health crisis nationwide.” In
2005, although more than 100,000
people were candidates for transplants, only about 28,000 organ transplants were performed. Nearly 18
people died each day in 2005 because
no organs were available.
Anatomical Donation Leads to
Medical Advances
Even among those comfortable
with organ donation, discussing the
subject of whole-body donation can
be an awkward conversation. Yet, it
would be a safe bet to say that every
transplant surgeon practiced his or her
first surgical transplant on a cadaver,
and with each technological advance,
physicians practice new procedures
on cadavers before performing
surgery on a live patient.
“The public’s understanding and acceptance of whole-body donation is an
essential step in the ongoing educational
process of physicians. It is through the
generosity of individuals who donate
their bodies to science for medical education that in-depth study of the human
body can be conducted. Because of
whole-body donation, countless individuals enjoy a better quality of life,” said
Dr. Michael J. Crovetti, founder of the
Henderson-based Medical Education &
Research Institute of Nevada (MERIN).

A non-profit organization, MERIN
is a venue where surgeons learn new
surgical procedures and test new surgical instruments and techniques.
Through cooperative efforts with the
public and private sectors, and
through its public education programs such as Generations: An
Anatomical Donation Program,
MERIN is a leader in helping to
bring advances that ultimately may
result in improved healthcare delivery, less invasive operations, improved surgical outcomes, shorter
patient recovery time and fewer postsurgical infections.
“In creating the MERIN Generations program, it’s become clear that
even people who are organ donors
have limited knowledge of, or a comfort level with, whole-body donation.
We are working to educate Nevadans
about the importance of whole-body
donation,” said Crovetti.
In Southern Nevada, anatomical donations can be made to MERIN. In
Northern Nevada, donations can be
made to the UNR School of Medicine. According to Richardson and
Crovetti, an individual can choose to
be both an organ donor and a wholebody donor.
The Nevada Donor Network can
be reached at 702-796-8222 or
www.nvdonor.org. MERIN can be
reached at 702-933-5627 or www.merinv.org.
Liz Gamble is a freelance writer
based in Southern Nevada.
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B USI N ESS I N DICATORS
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e’ve been looking for a
slowdown in the highflying Nevada economy –
and the most recent data
show a more measured pace of activity. To be sure, housing activity, as reflected in monthly permitting, is down
markedly in both Las Vegas and Reno
(down 40 percent and 61 percent, respectively, for residences).
A slowdown in housing has some
benefits, however, helping other construction sectors find needed workers.
Still, amid much discussion about “bubbles” and “economic recessions,” things
are adjusting without catastrophic effects. Sectors exclusive of housing show
continuous prosperity. Most importantly,
overall activity remains upbeat.
Evidence of more moderate rates of
change in the Silver State may be found in
a number of indicators. For taxable sales,
up 3.5 percent above the same level a
year ago, it is now less than the sum of the
growth in population and prices. Indeed,
most of Nevada’s growth indicators point
to modest rates of change.
Though some have speculated that
we may have already made substantial
headway in addressing housing-market imbalances, it is highly likely that
further adjustments will occur in Las
Vegas and Reno. How long these adjustments will act as a drag on growth
depends on evolving conditions, but
most economists believe that slower
growth is ahead for 2007.
Nationally, housing starts also show
a double-digit slowdown, suggesting
slower overall growth ahead. Currently,
third-quarter 2006 GDP is now growing at an annual seasonally-adjusted
rate of 2.9 percent. Again, depending
on evolving conditions, we might expect future GDP growth to continue at
or below the current level.
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International Airport; Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority; Reno-Sparks Convention and Visitors Authority; U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Census Bureau; U.S. Federal Reserve Bank.
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Card: BlackBerry Pearl price before mail-in rebate card is $349.99. Allow 10–12 weeks for rebate card. Rebate card not available at all locations. Must be customer for 30 consecutive days. Must be postmarked by 1/30/07. Sales tax calculated based on price
of unactivated equipment. Unlimited Voice Services: Unlimited voice services are provided solely for live dialog between two individuals. Offnet Usage: If your minutes of use (including unlimited services) on other carriers’ networks (“offnet usage”) during any
two consecutive month exceeds your offnet usage allowance, Cingular may at its option terminate your service, deny your continued use of other carriers’ coverage, or change your plan to one imposing usage charges for offnet usage. Your offnet usage allowance
is equal to the lesser of 750 minutes or 40% of the Anytime Minutes included with your plan. The BlackBerry and RIM families of related marks, images, and symbols are the exclusive properties of and trademarks or registered trademarks of Research In Motion
Limited – used by permission. RIM and Research In Motion are registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and may be pending or registered in other countries. ©2007 Cingular Wireless. All rights reserved.

